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FUTURE

DA look at the roster of potential
Democratic women running mates,
page 6.
DWork out with Jane on page 17.
D Two wrestlers headed for nationals, page 21.

UCF's award-winning student newspaper
0. 20

Expert speaks on
Central Ame·rica

Students to
get phone
at SOC

Project and senior fellow at
Georgetown
University's
Future news
Center for Strategic and InThe United States will have ' ternational Studies.
to come to grips with the lef- . The focus of his lecture was
tist forces in Central America how the Kissinger Commisfor peace to be possible there, sion report might affect U.S.
an expert on Latin American foreign policy.
affairs said Wednesday night.
Leiken said one would ex" 'The left is part of any solu- pect a new negotiation
tion in Central America. It is strategy to be outlined in the
a real power. The question is report. However, Leiken says,
how to avoid the anti- the report is a duplicate of the
American forces from becom- strategies the Reagan ading pro-Soviet," says author ministration has pursued
and lecturer Robert Leiken.
thus far.
Leiken was g\iest speaker
''The Kissinger Commisat the Latin America 1984 lec- sion has changed nothing,"
ture Wednesday night in the Leiken said, adding that the
UCF Music Rehearsal Hall report is basically a swap betwhere he discussed the fin- ween conservative and
dings of the recent Kissinger liberals in Washington.
Commission report on Central
''.The liberals get a lot of
America and the future of the liberal language about proregion.
posals for social welfare, and
Leiken is senior associate at. the conservatives get a lot of
the Carnegie Endowment for reaffirmation of Reagan's apInternational Peace, director
of the Soviet-Latin American
Speake1·, page 5
by Elizabeth Perkins

by Vivian Katz
South Orlando Bureau

Students at the South
Orlando Campus will soon
reap the benefits of free local
telephone service. Student
body President Mark Geary
and Student Government Accountant Ash Meyers approved a resolution last week written by SOC representative
Rob Rotter which will provide
for one phone to be installed
and maintained at SOC's 200
building.

All money for the phone
will come from SOC's Student
~
Government account, which
~
includes the cost of the phone
~
in this year's ·budget. Cost for
<.D
E
establishing the phone service
---'"'"'" ii'.
is:
Robert Leiken of Georgetown University speaks to an au•Installation, $100.
eBlack
push-button dience in the Music Rehearsal Hall on the recent Kissinger
Commission Report and the future of Central America.
telephone, $60.
•Monthly charges for five
months, $125.
•Toll restrictions for five
months, $50.
•Directory assistance for by Cindi Milam
stands for "extemporaneous even allowed to park in a pav- at each area campus. Twenty
Future news
five months, $75.
parking
lots."
ed space" because of lac~ of percent of the. funds will go to
•Total charges for the first
The
UCF
student
senate
He
said
the
suggestion
is
a
.
the main campus.
·adequate
parking facilities.
5-month period, $410.
passed a resolution Tuesday "practical and fair solution"
The changes will only
Rotter estimated that
Along with . the local asking the administration to to the problem of temporary about 2,000 stickers could be slightly affect actual amounts
telephone service, SOC offer students who are willing parking lots on campus.
. of money each campus
sold.
students will be able to ·use to park in temporary nonStuden.ts buying "E"
•The senate passed a bill receives as compared to
the phone to make 911 paved parking lots an "E" decals would be banned from revising the Stude.nt Govern- amounts under the policy. Acemergency calls and 411 decal, costing $1, instead of parking in paved spaces bet- ment Finance Code so that cording to Rotter, who indirectory assistance calls.
the $5 charge for a "D" decal. ween 5 a.m. and 5 p.m., accor- UCF area campuses will keep troduced the bill, the changes
Sen. Rob Rotter, introducer ding to the resolution. Rotter 80 percent of the Activity and
Phone, page 3 of the bill, says the "E" said, "The majority are not
Senate, page 5
Service Fee funds generated

Resolution calls for $1 decal for grass parking

Stern~Havill
by Elizabeth Perkins
Future news

A stimulating debate on
Amendment 1, the state
revenue capping amendment
on the November ballot, took
place last Friday at the
Sorosis House i11 Orlando.
The debate featured UCF
political science professor Dr.
Mark Stern and Ed Havill,
who is chairman of Floridians
for Tax Relief and co-author
of the
amendment. ·
I
Amendment 1, also called
Proposition 1 and Prop. 1,
would roll back state
revenues to 1980 levels and
limit tax increases in coming
years to 2/3 of the Consumer
Price Index of the previous
year if it i passed.
Increases in taxes which are
based on percentages, known
as ad valorem taxes, are
limited to 5 percent per year.
Any increase in revenues that
exceed the limits of the

square off on Amendment 1

· amendment must be approved by voters in an- election.
Havill used an analogy to
describe the way he sees the
tax situation in Florida.
''If ·you imagine a water
faucet outside your house,
you can turn that thing on
and get a lot of water out of it.

If you imagine the water is more than two turns, the taxthe tax revenue, today taxing payers' hand has to be on the
authorities can pretty well faucet with you and we'll turn
turn that faucet on all the it together."'
way," Havill said. "Under
Ster~. 'who is against
Amendment One we're saying Amendment 1, sees it another
to the taxing authorities, 'you way.
can turn that faucet two
·"Basically there is an old
turns.. if you want to turn it saying that goes, 'If it isn't
broke, don't fix it.' In this
particular case I don't understand what's broken," Stern
said.
Supporters say one of the
objectives of the amendment
is to rid government of
wasteful spending. Both men
agreed that there is waste in
government but differ on how
to control it.
Havill says Amendment 1
is the answ~r. He says it will
not cut a single cent out of
~ government unless voters say
Q)

~ - so.

t

~

Mark Stern

Ed Havill

.

"Taxpayers through9ut
.§ this state, more than tax cuts,
want accountability for the
public dollars that are being

spent in the public sector,"
Havill said.
· Stern responded, saying: ''I
agree we need accountability
in government. We also need
to deal with the fact that
there is waste sometimes."
But Stern's idea of accountability is not an amendment
that caps spending.
"If we're going to talk
about accountability, what
you want to do is make sure
your governing offcials - are
thrown out if they do what
you don't want them to do,''
he said.
Stern also attacked the provision in the amendment that
dictates revenues can only be
raised through the referendum process.
''Prop. One allows you to
vote on expenditures above
and beyond the two thirds
CPI increase. Do you know
what that would mean on
Debate, page 3

Page 2

A look at
people, places
and events

.Friday's briefing
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News beat
Honors requirements announced
The Registrar's Office has updated requirements for graduation honors for 1984. The requirements for each honor
category and college is as follows: •Summa cum laude: Arts
and Sciences, 3.74; Business Administration, 3.71; Education,
3. 79; Engineering, 3. 72; Health, 3. 76; and Liberal Studies,
3.744.
.
eMagna cum laude: Arts and Sciences, 3.6; Business Adminstration, 3.56; Educ~tion, 3.63; Engineering, 3.510;
Health, 3.6; and Liberal Studies, 3.58.
•Cum laude: Arts and Sciences, 3.49; Business Administration, 3.43; Education, 3.53; Engineering, 3.37; Health, 3.5; and
Liberal Studies, 3.464.

'Mack and Mabel' opens next week
The UCF Theater Department will present "Mack and
Mabel" Feq: 23-25 and March 1-3. There will ,also be a 2 p.m.
matinee Feb. 26. Admission is $7, with UCF students admitted free. The musical characterizes the lives of silent screen
stars Mack Sennett and Mabel Normand. Starring in their
roles will be Brian Double and Beth Walter.
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_W hiz kids go head-to-head -Saturday

Local finals for the Junior Engineering Technical Society
Tests of Engineering Aptitude, Math and Science will be held
at the UCF College of Engineering on Saturday. Students from
a dozen area high schools will compete by taking tests in
This is the artistry of early Egyptians etched on the tombs of the nobles in Aswan, Egypt. A ..
biology, chemistry, physics, mathematics, engineering special study tour will be taken there and other sites in Egypt, May 18 by Dr. M. Timothy
graphics and English. ,
O'Keefe of the communication department. The two·week tour will include a visit to Cairo and
the Great Pyramid and the Sphinx and a six-day cruise on the Nile River aboard the Sheraton
Nile. Cost for the tour from Miami is $2,670. For more information, call O'Keefe at 275-2858.I

Way down in Egypt land

Scholarship honors Iva Stokely

A voice scholarship has been established at UCF to honor
the late dancer, Iva Kitchell Webster. Her husband, painter
Stokely Webster, established the endowed scholarship with
the aid of a benefit performance last month featuring UCF
tenor and pianist Louis ~oney and Gary Wolf. Mrs. Webster,
who died last year at 75, won international acclaim during her
long career as a dance satirist.

Poetry contest deadline March 31
International Publications is having a poetry contest for entries into its American Collegiate Poets Anthology. Prizes will
go to the top five poems; $100, $50, $25, $15 and $10. All en·
tries must be original, unpublished, titled, typed, doublespaced, with the name of the name and address of the author.
Students should keep a copy of their entries since the. poems
cannot be returned. There is an initial $1 registration fee for
.the first entry and and fee of 50 ce.n ts for each additional poem.
The deadline fo~ all entries is March 31. They .should be sent to
P.O. Box 44-L, Los Angeles, Calif., 90044.

People in the news
The ,members of the 1984-85 :Ciotti, Geralyn Clair, Tracy
Orientation Team have been "Clark, Dana Cla,ry, Jim
announced. The team will Combs, Julie Crawford, Kelly
coordinate 11 orientation Cutsinger, Andrea Darner,
workshops for new UCF Dave Derrenbacker, Paige
students and their parents Doherty, Rod Durham,
and will publish a 72-page LeAnn Fitzgerald, John Gill,
"Orientation Magazine."
Stephany Gillenberg, Jackie
Goigel, Angie Granger, Steve
The students are: Bob Ad· Grantham and Nelson
dinizio, Hal Billerbeck, Mark Kirkland.
Butner, Steve Cady, Teresa
Chandler, Dan Chinelli, Ed
Also: Patty Kunze, Mike

Can1pus. close .. up

•••

tips on the care and feeding of
a college student, advising
families to give the student
time and the proper environ·
ment for studying. The letter
campaign is part of the col·
lege's philosophy that family
support is vital at the 100 percent commuter school.

•••

Transfer of funds may be ii·
legal-According to a student
government audit at the
University of Florida,
student-funded organizations
there may have violated state
law by transferring unused
funds from one year's budget
to the next. SG Treasurer
Mark Fisher says action will
not be taken against groups
who have already held over
funds from last year, but will
make sure none do it again
this year.

tional. University attorneys
argue that the entire in- surance plan is optional and
not covered by Title IX.

Dodge sponsors ad competition
The Dodge division of Chrysler Corp. is sponsoring a "College Newspaper Creative Advertising Competition." The contest requires that entering students develop one print ad
featuring the 1984 Dodge Daytona Turbo Z, using supplied information by the company. Top three entries will be awarded
$3,000, $1,000 and $500. Deadline for all entries is April 27.
For more information or entry forms, turn to the Dodge ad on
page 24.

Bar raid in Illinois-Police
in Champaign, Ill., arrested
27 minors at two bars at the
University of Illinois campus
for_ illegal possession of
alcohol. The managers of the
bars were also arrested for
selling liquor to persons
under 21 years of age. Most of
the people · arrested were
There will be a workshop on photovoltaics, the conversion of
students who face a maxsunlight into electricity, at the Florida Solar Energy Center,
imum fine of $500 if con300 State Road 401, Cape Canaveral on March 10 at 9 a.m. The
victed.
workshop will be the first of a series of presentations titled
"Turning to the Sun." Cost for the workshop is $5. For reserStudents _ challenge
vations or more information call (305) 783-0300.
insurance-Students at the
University of Virginia are
challenging the coverage of
rhe Council on International Educational Exchange is pro- abortions under student inviding students with the chance to work in another country. surance. The anti-abortion
There is a $60 fee plus airfare for the student, and the work is group claims the coverage
in pri~arily in service fields-restaurants, hotels and stores. violates federal Title IX pro·
Participants cover their room and board. For more information visions by discriminating
write the council at 205 E. 42nd St., New York, N.Y. 10017 or against men, and they want_
abortion coverage made opcall (212) 661-1414.

Solar energy seminar March 10

•••

Program offers work abroad

Manglardi, Steve Martin,
Mike
Messina,
Dawn
Mollenell, Simon Penny, Ray
Pittman, Jo Jo Poon, Dorothy
Raymond, Marita Rodriguez,
Bobby Shirley, Ira Smith,
Karen
Smith,
David
Soles berry, Tracy Tibbetts,
Mary Trent, Jennifer
Waldron, Scott Walker,
Robin Werenke, Karen
Williams, Phillip Wrobel and
Carl Zeak.

Parking violations could bring expulsion-Under a pro·
gram begun last fall a't
Brigham Young University,
students who get five parking
violations within one year
could be put on probation for
a year. Further violations
could mean expulsion. The
university sends students a
warning letter after their
fourth violation, and many of
them have complained that
the letters are their first
notice of the new program.
BYU officials are trying the
program in the hopes that the
threat of probation will cut
down on deliberate parking
violations.
How to take care of your
college student-The counseling staff of Burlington Coun·
ty College in New Jersey is
sending welcome letters to
the families of its new
students. The letters offer

--
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Goree: athletic deficit was deliberate
by Cindi Milam
Future news

UCF Vice President of
Business Affairs John Goree
said Feb. 8 that the athletic
department's projected
deficit of $436,4 78 was a
result of a calculated decision.
Goree said· he, UCF President
Trevor Colbourn, members of
the Athletic Department and
others decided to spend about
$100,000 more to upgrade the
football program.
Goree made the comment
as a member of t4e panel in a
Hot Issues of the 80s discussion on the proposed athletic
fee in the Student Center
At<ditorium.
In responding to a question
from student body Vice Presi_d ent Stan Halbert, Goree said
that the department went into the red on purpose. Later,
in an interview with the
Future, Goree said that the
decision to spend into a
deficit was made following
low game receipts for the
1982 season. According to
Goree, the department had to
make a decision to "drop back
or go ahead,'' meaning
whether to expand the
athletic program or not. He
said they chose "a calculated
go-ahead.''
Also speaking at the
meeting was student Sen.
Stuart James, who opposes
the increase in the fee and is
slated to speak to the Florida
Board of Regents about the

fee in March. Along with
James was student body
President Mark Geary, who
appointed students to the
committee which set the fee,
and who also supports the fee.
James said he does not
disagree ~ith an athletic fee,
but that the proposed $15 a
semester increase is too high.
James suggested an alternative plan which would start
with a fee of $1.41 per
semester hour plus $5 per
semester.
"It's my understanding
that the deficit needs to be
cleaned up in three or four
years," James said. He said
he anticipates increased support for ·athletics from the
Orlando area community,
which should help with some
athletic department's finan- .
cial problems.
There were several questions concerning the committee's process. for setting the
athletic fee. Geary said, "The ·
process could have been a lot
better than it was." Geary
said that the committee met
only three times, but the
members did individual
research on the subject.
"They judged that one
million dollar was the level
needed.''
Goree said each campus has
a different set of problems in
its athletic program. He added that the proble·m s causing
the· deficit included low game
receipts and lower than anticipated community dona-

John Goree

Stuart James

Mark Geary

tions . .Goree said, "Neither of
these came through'' in
1982-83.

recognition and entertainment, necessary to · get the
greatest benefit from the
university.

those fifteen thousand
students want to go to a football game,'' Jam es said. He
said he feels there was too lit~
tle time involved in the
decision-making process.

...

Geary ·commented that
students are the main
beneficiaries of a strong
athletic program. He said
that athletics contribute to

James stressed the importance of filumni and community support, as well as student
input, in developing UCF's
athletic program. "Not all

l

Future Managing Editor
Roger Simmons contributed
to this story.

Police beat

Student attacked, machines stolen
DA UCF student was attacked by an unidentified
suspect at about 10:45 a.m.
Tuesday as she walked along
the heart exercise trail. The
suspect gl'abbed her shoulder
and forcibly turned her
around. The victim kicked the
suspect in the groin, hit him
on the head with her purse
and fled. No arrest was made.

OBrevard Hall residents
were evacuated at 8:35 p.m.
last Friday after smoke from
a microwave oven was
detected in the building. UCF
police and the Orange County
Fire Department were ·d ispatched and after an hour-long
search students were allowed
to re-enter the residence hall.
0 Four
USA
Today

newspaper machines were
reported missing to . the UCF
Police Department last Fri. day. The estima.t ed value of
the machines was $1, 200. One
machine was found in a campus parking lot and the others
were found Sunday when they
reappeared in the courtyard
of the Student Center.

Debate-----------------~~m~~1

Phone---------~~m~p1

your ballot?" Stern question"They can have it by going aren't based in real estate,"
ed. "YOU would have to vote ' to the voters. And the voters, he said.
on roads, universities, com- by simple majority, fifty per· Havill responded, "The peomunity colleges, kindergarten cent plus one, can say 'let's ple of Florida want quality
through twelfth grade, sewer, - overide the limits of Prop. education. WB're not out to.
shut it down." ·He added· that
water, garbage, fire and police One,"' Havill said.
protection. ·Each of those
The amendment stipulates · if the public wants more funwould be a separate item to that taxes on new construc- ding for education it can be
vote on. Could you imagine tion be exempt from the voted on.
the public trying to deal with limits. Havill says that new
that? And yet quite clearly we constru~tion reflects growth
Even though the amendhave to grapple with these in a given area.
ment is already on the
problems."
Stern, however, said state November ballot, it still has
Havill on the other hand revenue, which makes up the to go before the Florida
says that taxing authorities bulk of the revenue for educa- Supreme Court, March 15,_
can have more money by tion gets nothing from con- where its constitutionality is
simply asking for it.
struction. "State revenues under question.
·

In other SOC news, Rotter room-207. Students should brwill be making student iden- ing proof that their fees are
tifica ti on
cards
.and paid or deferred such as a
validating old cards through paid fee statement or cancelThursday from 6 to 9 p.m. ·in ed check.

Clarification·
In last week's issue, the

Future reported in a front
page story that UCF's
enrollment was capped for
the next five years. Some
readers were confused as to
the degree of permanence
in the Board of Regent's

recon;imendations. · An official from the Office of the
Executive Secretary said
Wednesday that the
figures were adopted for
the sake of budget planning, but they are- adjustable if the situation
warrants a change.

Future-February 1?, 1984
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Eggs dropped, bridges broken at E-day
by Tom Duffy
Future news

had a weight ratio of 438 to i. · organizations and career opportunities.
The Engineering Day was
Booths. were set up by
various organizations to sponsored by the American
aquaint interested people Society of Civil Engineers;
about engineering programs, American
Society
of

cased in styrofoam, to an arrow and fired it from a
crossbow. One student had
his eggs in a water-filled tube.
In the bridge break, competition winner Kevin Riley,

About 200 students watched contestants battle the laws
of physics and toured exhibits
in the Engineering Building
Wednesday during the fifth· ·
annual Engineering Day.
Two popular' returning competitions were the egg drop
and the bridge break.

Mechanical Engineers; Society of Women Engineers;
American Society of Heating,
Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Engineers; and Society of Auto Engineers.

In the egg drop students encase eggs in various contraptions and drop them from the
fifth floor of the Engineering
Building. The student whose
eggs reach the ground target
fastest and closest without
breaking, wins.
In the bridge . break
students construct bridges of
balsa wood; weight is then added to the bridges. The
students whose bridges
w~ighs the least and ·takes on
the most weight without
breaking wins f~rst, second
and third prizes, or, $100, $50
and $25 respectively.
This year, as usual, brought
some creative as well as zany
ways, for winning.
Mike Panzitta stuffed a
Mike Panzitta prepares to release his hlgh-flying chicken for
frozen fryer with eggs and let its descent to the ground. The fryer/flyer contained two eggs
it "fl( dfive sbtorkies. The eghgs and was parachuted from the fifth story of the Engineering
remame un ro en. Anot er B w'ld"mg.
student attached the eggs, en- ,

Down below, Panzitta checks out the condition of the
chicken while the contest judge checks out the condition of the
egg. Both chicken and eggs arrived safely. Which landed first
Mike, the chicken or the egg?

Computer Expo '84 - centra' Florida's third
annual hardware/software showcase!
Free Sem~nars by computer professionals!'
•

-c

.· • ·Meet the M~irvel™ Comic characters
'- ·SpideH:.Man and-the Hulk™!
• See Fubar, the amazing robot!
• Discount admission prices for students. and
senior citizens!
Show hours:

10 a.m. to 7 p.m. Friday, February, 17
9 a.m. to 7 p.m. Saturday, February 18
9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Sunday, February 19.

BRING THIS ADVERTISEMENJ: FOR REDUCE.D ADMISSIO~ PRICES!!.

7

••

;;

.
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Speaker-----------------------------------from page I
proval," Leiken said. The
In the case of the San- Soviets who pursued a relacommission ends up ratifying dinistas, they lean strongly tionship, Leiken said. "The
Reagan's policies, he said.
toward the U.S.S.R., Leiken Sandinista's had great hopes
Regarding the supposed said, however this does not and illusions as to what the
Soviet threat in Central hold true with the Salvadoran Soviet Union could do for
America, he said, "The guerillas. The latter group them. The Soviets will deal on
danger of the Soviet Union turns out to be, at best, very terms that are favorable to
gaining a foothold in Central skeptical of the Soviets, he them."
America is exaggerated by said.
When questioned as · to
the Reagan administration in
Anti-Americanism, Leiken whether the economic aid will
regard to short term effects. said, has been translated by make a difference in the area,
This real danger increases the Reagan administration to he said, "Economic aid will
with the long term effects." be pro-Soviet.
not be productive unless there
He also said that the commis·
"The rhetoric of the Reagan is peace in the region.'' The
sion report tends to throw in- administration has . grown report recommends that $8
to one bag all of the revolu- louder about the Soviet million in aid be sent to Centionary left, as if all of them menace," the speaker said. It tral America.
were pro-Soviet.
Leiken warns in his justwas the Sandinistas, ·not the

released book, Central
America-Anatomy of a Conflict, that "thE:: American people can no longer -afford the
luxury of an aid program that
cannot promise results."
His book is a study of the
Central American crises by
the Carnegie Endowment for
International Peace. The
study brings together experts
on Central America representing a cross·- section of
American political opinion,
according to the publishers'
t>ress releases.
"Consensus around the
wrong public policy is useless,

even harmful," .Leiken wrote.
Sound policy, he says,
begins with an accurate
assessment of the Central
Americaµ situation.
Leiken has testified before
. the House Foreign Affairs
and Senate Foreign Relations
Cammi ttees or. Central
America and the Falklands
War. He is also the publisher
of many articles
in
newspapers and journals on
the problems of South and
Central America.

Senate-------------------------------------from page 1
were needed after revisions
made by the Florida
Legislature concerning the
Activity and Service Fee.
In other senate action:
•A bill allocating $460 for
the purchase of the .
transcripts of impeachment

proceedings against student
body President Mark Geary
was passed by the senate. The
transcripts are needed for a
"complete, concise record" of
the -impeachment trial, according to senate Pro Tempore
Cindy Spraker. They will be

used for future reference and
for guidance in improving the
Student Government impeachment statutes, according to the bill.
•A bill was passed allowing Student Government to
make a loan of $420 to the

American Institute of
Astronautics
and
Aeronautics. The loan will be
used to initiate a fund-raising
project by the club and will be
paid back by June 1.

transferring $12,000 into a
senate working fund account
and $2,000 into a travel account. The money was made
available from unused money
budgeted for the purchase of
a Student Government van.

•The senate passed a bill

Seminar spurs students' creativity
by Ronnie Ciarrocca
Special to the Future

Five pub.lie relations and
advertising professionals
gave 125 ad/PR students
ideas about boosting their
creativity at a seminar Feb.
11 in the Engineering
Auditorium.
Keynote speaker Charlie
Wendy, vice president of
William Cook Advertising,
shared his belief that,
"Creativity isn't something
you dream up; creativity is an
attitude. Take the moment
and go for it."
As vice president of one of
the largest independent
advertising agencies in
Florida, he has handled accounts for Pillsbury, Schlitz
and Kellogg's.
Joe Bailey, of Advertising
By Design, talked about the
creation , and care of
logotypes, trademarks and
identity symbols. Bailey has
designed two logos for UCF;
the UCF Foundation logo,
which Bailey will release in
April, and the logo for the
Florid~ Public Relations
Association newsletter, Proclaimer.

The creation of sound· a need." He said, "Write f~r effort."
tracks, crashes, crunches and results, not applause."
collisions was explained by Bullard wrote copy for
Also, an award was
Bob Barnes, whose clients Gookin' Good Chicken as well presented to Carol Benati for
have included the Smithso- as the radio and television her butterfly handouts she
nian, NASA, Walt Disney spots for Sen. Lawton Chiles' designed for advertising the
World and AT&T. Barnes is re-election campaign.
the proprietor of Bob Barnes
Creative Services.
Holly Bennett-Thatcher of
Thatcher/Oksner Public RelaJim Bullard, a Central tions of Orlando, spoke to the
Florida copywriter, . told students on how to produce
seminar participants they successful special events.
have three seconds to get the
"A positive relationship
reader's attention and an ad · must be obvious ... the public
should "give genuine news, has to catch on to the relapromise a benefit and satisfy tionship and say 'aha' to the

seminar.
The seminar was sponsored
by "Quotes," the Central
Florida chapter of the Florida
Public Relations Association.

• 48HOUR KODAK SLIDE PROCESSING
•AMATEUR AND PROFESSIONAL FINISHING AVAILABLE
•FILM PROCESSING AS FAST AS YOU NEED IT
•CAMERA REPAIRS
•FULL LINE OF PHOTOGRAPHIC DISPLAY PRODUCTS:
mats, frames
• PROFESSIONAL PRINT DISPLAy PREPAR-'TION:mountlng,
texturlzlng,and spraying

Member: Professional Photographic Society of Central Florida
~

.

.. '.

OPEN M-F 10;00-6;00
SAT. 10;00-5;00
10~k studen1
Discount

6n-5558

DO DAYTONA RIGHT ·_IN '84
Stay for less at Oceania Plaza

Coming to the Daytona Area during Spring Break this year? Then act now to
avoid the usual motel hass-le--make your group reservation at Oceania Plaza
and really enjoy yourselves!
Our 2 bedroom 2 bath oceanfront suites accomodate up to six for only $499 a
week(Qr less than $100 a person for a full week~) Fully furnished and equipped,
down to the dinnerware. Private balconies overlooking the ocean. Convenient ,
·to downtown Daytona and all major tourist attractions. Oceanfront pool. Private
parking. ·
Avoid the usual motel headaches in Daytona this Spring Break. Come to
Oceania Plaza and unwind for less! Cell (800) 874-1931, while space lasts!!!
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Amendment I threatens
to destroy education .
Constitutional Amendment 1, if passed in November,
will wreak havoc on the state educational system by
slashing government revenues to 1980-81 levels in
1985-86 and limiting increases to two-thirds of the Consumet: Price Index thereafter.
Cutting the fat out of government always sounds good,
but consider the effect Amendment 1 would have on UCF
in particular.
UCF, the fastest growing university in the state, ·could
not afford to educate the present number of students,
which is 15,600, ·much less any more students accepted in
the next few years. Whiie the amendment proposes a 22.6
percent reduction in state revenues, cuts in higher education would likely be more drastic since the state has to
give other areas higher priority, such as prisons, and
police and fire protection.
President Trevor Colbourn estimates enrollment would
have to be cut in half.
Scholarships, money for endowed chairs and donations
to special programs could·be restricted since they would
be counted as part of the total amount of revenue the
universities could receive. Scholarships and gifts would
no longer be bonuses to universities; in fact, they might
become useless in .some cases.
For example, if an alumnus gives a large sum of money
toward a small department such as theater, the university may have to choose whether it can afford to accept a
gift that l?enefits a small number of students or whether ·
it should opt for another donation that would benefit a
program affecting a larger number of students. Unless
the university rriakes a concerted effort to treat all programs equally when accepting donations, donations for
smaller programs may be sacrificed for the larger ones.
Certainly this impedes any effort to develop a broad
education base.
Consider, also, how Amendment 1 would affect UCF's
· recruitment of professors. How many professors would
come to a university that had to cut its revenue by at
least 23 percent in one year when in other stat~s the trend
is to devote more money to education?
Some departments, particularly in the College of Arts
and Sciences, already have no money for phones, paper
and office supplies. The passage of Amendment 1 would
threaten -the existence of those departments aln:.: ~dy
mired in money problems. In all probability, the uni\ , :·sity would have to cut out some majors of study in a
desperate attempt to deal with the proposed cut in
revenue.
The fate of Florida's education system will be decided
by the voters in November. Students and anyone concerned with educational quality not only have a responsibility to vote against Amendment 1, but must help
educate parents, spouses and friends of the beating this
university will take if this dec·.;::,i<ve "reform" amendment passes.
· Julie D. Norris
Editor in Chief
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Which woman qualifies for VP?
One of the few topics "that all eight of the would all help bring in the Northern vote
Democratic presidential candidates ·agree should Southerners Reubin Askew or Fritz
upon is that they will consider selecting a Hollings win the nomination.
Other possible Democratic contenders from
female running mate if nominated by their
party. Jesse Jackson went so far as to an· the House are Marylin Lloyd, Tennessee; Barnounce that he will definitely have a female bara Boxer and Sala Burton, Califorrua;
Beverly ·Byron and Barbara Mikulski,
VP if he gets the nomination.
So from where is the first female vice presi- Maryland; Katie Hall, Indiana; Barbara Kendent of the United States coming from? After nelly, Connecticut; and Patricia Schroeder,
some investigation, and nine long distance Colorado.
If any of the candidates wanted to try to
phone calls to Washington, there appears to
be a shortage of qualified women, both take California away from the president in
November, the selection of either of that
Republican and Democratic.
state's
two female representatives, Boxer and
Of the 435 voting members in the House of
Burton,
would be a move in the right direcRepresentatives, only 22 are women, and our
tion.
Also,
the selection of San Francisco
own Sen. Paula Hawkins is the only woman
Mayor
Dianne
Feinstein could make the West
serving in the Senate.
.
Coast
vote
a
close
one.
Since Hawkins is a Republican, write the
If
any
of
the
candidates
wanted to opt for a
Senate off as producing the Democrats'
female VP candidate. In the House, of the 22 state governor, the choice would not be very
hard. D~mocratic Gov. Martha L. Collins of
women serving, 13 are Democrats.
Kentucky,
is the only woman governor in the
Rep. Lindy Boggs of Louisiana would be a
good choice to balance the ticket of a Nor- country.
But the best choice of all is a woman who is
thern candidate. Reps. Cardiss Collins of Illinois, Geraldine Ferraro of New York, and
Simmons, page 7
Marcie Kaptur and Mary Rose Oakar of Ohio,

•
•
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Ads may prompt economic tailspin
I'm sorry to bring you bad
news, folks, but .according to
the economic indicators I
have been intently studying,
the economy is in big trouble.
Sure, it's doing OK now, but
just wait.
Now, those of you who
know I was lucky to pull out a
C in economics can stop your
snickering. This time I know
what I'm talking about.
· Forget budget deficits, interest rates, supply and demand and all that other garbage that is just meant to
confuse you. What is important is that people buy stuff,
and what makes people buy
stuff more than anything are
commercials. Why else would
companies spend all that
money on them?
Remember Lee Iacocca, the
chief executive at Chrysler?
Chrysler was doing about as
well as the Tampa Bay Bucs

Letter Policy
Letters to the editor must be
delivered to the Future editorial of·
fice by 5 p.m. on the Monday before
publication. Letters must be typed
-00 a 60-space line and should not be
more 'than 250 words in length. All
letters must be signed with author's
phone number to be considered for
publication. Under certain cir·
cumstances, writers' names will be
witheld upon request. All letters are
subject to editing.
Some letters may be designated as
guest editorials at the editor's descrition, with the permission of the
writer. All submitted material
becomes the copyrighted property of
the Future newspaper.

e:I

I:

Associated
Collegiate
Press

All American

"I'm sorry, were we late?"
until he came on television
telling people plain and sim- asks the woman.
"No, I was early," replies
ple to buy a better car if they
could find it. Chrysler cars Mr. Repairman.
Anyone who has wasted a
aren't much better now than
they were, but the company is sunny afternoon waiting for
someone to come and fix the
making record profits.
Most of the commercial fare refrigerator knows how silly
on television now, however, that is. If I came home one
runs the gamut from totally rainy evening and found
ridiculous .to simply boring. Brooke Shields waiting on my
Soon people won't be buying porch, I would probably have
anything.
a mild heart attack. If I saw a
Probably the silliest com- GE repairman, it would be
mercial I have seen lately is fatal.
the General Electric one
Probably the most boring
showing a couple walking up commercials are the local
to their house one stormy ones for car dealers and auto
night to find a man waiting on insurance salesmen.
their porch. Is it a clip from
Car dealers seem to think
Friday the 13th Part IV? Are that it doesn't matter what
these poor homeowners about they say (everyone has' about
to be beaten and stabbed? No. the same prices anyway) as
The man lurking on the long as they say it very
porch is, however unlikely' LOUD.
just a friendly General ElecEwing, page 7
tric repairman.
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From our readers

NRA members want safe streets, too
Editor:
The National Rifle Association has been included as subject material in several columns these last few months.
As a life member, I believe
you are giving the N.R.A. a
bad rap.
Last week a columnist in
the Future portrayed an
N.R.A. member as the commercial media loves to do-a
not so bright, inarticulate
"red-neck." That doesn't
sound like Charles Lindburgh, or more recently Roy
Rogers, Tennessee Ernie Ford

or Noma McCollough, all
members of the N.R.A.
Only one part of the N.R.A.
is involved with political action. With almost 3 million
members, the interests are
wide and varied. The N .R.A.
is involved with such things
as national championship
target shooting contests, encompassing every form of
sporting firearm made; a
junior shooting· program
taught at summer camps; and
a hunter/shooter -safety program that is unequaled
anywhere.

Athletes should solicit funds
Editor:
On the issue of the proposed athletic fee, why not have
the athletes sell M & Ms,
scented candles or those
chocolate candy bars with the
Burger King coupons on the
wrapper. By doing this, we
the students would not have
to support the athletes, but
the athletes could support
themselves.

These promotions are found
frequently in local high
schools and have sent
numerous bands and clubs on
trips across the country. Now
the athletes can send
themselves to Division I-AA.
Bill Whitley
Electrical engineering
Hobie Hani
Undeclared major .

Every sane, rational person
in our country wants safe
streets and an absence of
crime. We all want the same
end, it is the means we differ
on. Hysteria clouds the issue.
On~ last thought-if all
those anti-N.R.A. groups are
so interested in protecting
human life, why don't they
have safety programs? Are
they as interested in lives as
is the N.R.A:? Or are they
just interested in banning
guns?

By the way, for those nonshooters who don't know,
Noma McCullough is a wife,
mother and high power
shooting champion. She is a
two-time women's champion
and the first woman to ever
win the
1,000 yard
Wimbledon Championship.
When the United States
takes the gold in the Olympic
shooting sports, I'll write
again and brag a little more.
Jim Yates
Electrical engineering

Marines are fighters, not peacekeepers ·
Editor:
After reading last week's letter about the
situation in Lebanon, there are several points,
made by the author, that I would like to address.
First, the premise that a small force of
1,800 Marines, isolated at Beirut Airport, can
somehow prevent a major war between Israel
and and Syria, is critically flawed. The only
military function of the Marines has been to
provide target practice for the various factions fighting in the Beirut area. This role is
not undeserved, as U.S. forces are not in
Lebanon as peacekeepers. We lost that status
when we chose to ally ourselves with one side,
the phalangists.
By selecting military involvement, our
government has forfeited its neutrality in any
diplomatic negotiations toward a peaceful
settlement. Furthermore, actions such as randomly firing 2,000 pound shells into the
villages surronding Beirut have not endeared
us to much of the Lebanese community. Indeed, this is likely to sharpen the retribution
against Maronites, the very people we're
there to protect, when the Gemayel government inevitably falls.

8JTa~ Tut-teD FoRT~e OL~MPiCa
Tf-/e OFF'iCiaL OLYMPiCS OF
THe .198lf- OL'{MPiC§ !

Secondly, the assumption that terrorism is
an inherent quality of the Islamic faith, is a
grave fallacy. The people of Lebanon have
many definitions for terrorism, from snipers
to Israeli bombing runs; all make people dead,
and no group or religion has a monopoly.
Our administration made its first mistake
when it introduced military forces into a
country that cannot be considered as
economically, strategically or politically vital
to U.S. interests. The second mistake was to
commit a force to Lebanon that was far too
small to assert any form of control in the
situation. And lastly, when we became combatants instead of peacekeepers, we increased
the animosity between the warring factions
and greatly diminished the chance of a
peaceful reconciliation.
The United States is respected by many
people in the world, not for its ability to place
massive pieces of ordnance into. someone's
living room, but, rather by the religious
tolerance ·a nd right to self-determination enjoyed by its citizens. It is unfortunate that
these admirable principles are not always extended to our foreign policy.
Richard Smith
Political science

Simmons-----'---------from page 6
already in a high level posi- president.
tion in the government. She
Bei.n g the only Democrat
has extensive experience in with access to such "inside"
foreign affairs and, best of all, information, she could bring
she is a bonafide Democrat . new issues to light, and
and a member of President possibly bring the undecided
Reagan's Cabinet.
block of voters into the
The selection of Jeane Democrats' .camp.
Kirkpatrick, U.S. am·
o~ several occasions,
bassador to the United Na- Kirkpatrick has let it be
tions, as any one of the can· known she disagrees with
didates' running mate would some of the president's
be one of the greatest public policies; convincing her to
relations coups in recent leave her ambassadorship and
history. Kirkpatrick, the only run for the second most
woman and Peinocrat in the powerful office in the country
president's original Cabinet , would not be a difficult task.
could give voters inside information on the Reagan White
Future Managing Editor
House, its policies, and why Roger Simmons' column apthey should vote against the- pears biweekly.

Ewing-----------from page 6
Insurance salesmen think
that a real nifty commercial is
one where they just recite all
the phone numbers of their
branches, all of which have
the same last four numbers or
letters. They are so boring
that probably no one would
buy insurance at all if the law
didn't require it. About 25
percent still don't.
I have this nightmare in
which somehow I have a
phone · number that ends in
-2454, and Ralph Kazarian
wants to open a branch near
my house. He needs my phone

number but I won't let hill!
have it, so he follows me
around in his car hoping to
get in an accident with me.
Then he tears my PIP insurance up in my face,
laughing wildly.
It is enough to make you
stay at h9me and not buy
anything.

Creig Ewing, an English
major who is thinking of
becoming an advertising major, is a biweekly columnist
for the Future.

,

Future

Management Positions Available
The Future newspaper is currently accepting applications from students for the
positions of Editor in Chief and Business Manager. Application deadline is Feb. 20.
Editor in Chief
· Business Manager
Duties: Overall responsibility for publication and management of weekly campus newspaper. Determines editorial content and policies, appoints and supervises staff of student writers and editor&. Ov~rsees newspaper's business
manager and business department, and serves as a member of the university's
Board of Publications.
Eligibility: Candidates must have a mi~imum of a 2.0 grade point average, be
at least a second semester freshman and be at least a part-time student. In addi·
tion, candi9ates must show their experience and/or academic achievement in
reporting, editing and communication law.
Application: Applications are available in the Future's business office, phone
275-2865. Completed applications must be received by 5 p.m. Feb. 20 to be considered.

Duties: Directly responsible for financial management of weekly campus
newspaper, including advertising, budget preparation, purchasing, payroll and
circulation. Supervises advertising sales and production, and staff of student
salespersons. Responsible to news'p aper's editor in chief and serves as a member
of the university's Board of Publications. Receives 1 percent sales commission in
·
addition to salary.
Eligibility: Candidates must have a minimum of a 2.0 grade point average, be
at least a second semester freshman and be at least a part-time student. In addi·
tion, candidates must show their experience and/or academic achievement in
business management.
Application: Applications are available in the Future's business office, phone
275-2865. Completed applications must be received by 5 p.m. Feb. 20 to be considered.
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Student rate:
5Q_cents per li~e

for sale
'

Nlkkor lens. 135mm f3.5 Al Excellent condition $100. Call Kevin at 282-4885 after

Spm.

eLASSl.FIED
Roommate wanted. $225/mo. plus 113 util . 3
mi. from UCF. Call 671-9831. Ask for Mark.
Male, non-smoker -- looking for same to
share 2bdrm apt. the first of March. 112 rent
plus security dep., 112 util. and cable. 1/2
mi. from UCF. Call 277-5727 nights. ·

1974 Chev Impala, 2 door sedan, 350
engine, tape deck, $950. Call after 5pm.
568-5867. Ask for Robert.
l-.-------_:_--,-------i

·r oommates·
1981 Suzuki GS450S, Garage kept, 3000
mi. $1200 blue book. Asking $950. Call Roommate needed South 15A. Share
851-4317.
3bdrm/1Y2bth house. Female, nonsmoker.
$150/mo Y2 util. Call 282-1449 or 646-5651 .
ask for Laurie.
Toyota Corolla-1975, 4-speed, new tires,
am/fm cass.,many extras, excel!. cond.
Roommate wanted, summer term,' non$1695. Call 886-4360.
smoker. Enjoys foriegn films, chinese food
and Steely Dan. Preferably someone who
Drum set 5-pc Gretsch, Zilsain cymbals. looks good on a blanket in my backyard .
Must also consider opening joint checking
Hardware, stool, and case. $425. Also Remo
acct. Across from school. 2bdrm/2bth. 2
roto toms 8,10,and 12 in. like new. 5155. Call
hundred 2 much 2 bad! Call 275-7113.
275-6832.
Is ·it tFue you can buy i·eeps fo.r 544 through
the U.S. government? Get the facts today!
Call (31~)742-1142 ext. 689.
Kobe Capri 10-speed bike. Good Cond.
$70 or best. offer. Call 275-4449 after 2pm.
Aigner leather purse -- $30. Call 282-2311.

UCF area housemate needed to ~hare
3bdrm/2bth $133/mo. plus util. (wail.\
March 1st. Non-smoker preferred. Call
282-3718 after 6pm.

0

Snow ski boots - ladies size 8 - $75. Snow ski
suit - ladies size 8 · $100. Snow ski hats - $8.
Ski goggles - $10. Call 282-2311.
1974 Plymouth Duster, 6 cyl., auto, $700.
OBO, 851-8262 eves and wknds.
Peugeot 504 diesel 1•74 good condition,
4door, 4spd., sunroof, am/fm cassette,
radials. $2950. Call x2771. After 5pm
677-0355.
Mens 10 spd bike, 27 in., $75. Kryptonite
bike lopk, $10. Craig 8-track player $25.
Cassette adapter for 8-track $10. Call

NEED A REPORT TYPED?
My full-time service offers accurate speedy
& professional results using state-of-the-art
word processing equipment. Term
papers,reports,resumes,cover letters.etc. 3
miles from UCF. Pick up & delivery
available to campus. Call Pat at fJard
Copy Typing and Word Processing Service
2n-6930.

WORDMASTERS
"the overnight cure for
the term paper blues"
We offer the following services:

LIBRARY RESEARCH
Let us help you select/collect
library materials for your work.

HELP WANTED! Get off the benches and into
the press box. The FUTURE is in the market for
a few good sports writers. Wait! Who are we
kidding? We need lots of sports writers
whether they're good or not. For more infomation call 275-2601. That number again:
275-2601. Act now! Operators are standing
by!

282·1~95.

Attn Students: Part-time home cleaners
needed. Hours to fit your busy schedule.
1972 Triumph TRG with maroon/biege int.
.751hour. Call 671-7463.
Looks and runs great. Must sell this week. 53
$3000 or best offer. Call 645-4028.
The FUTURE is looking for qualified in·
·ze
dividuals to become advertising represenSl
Four AMC MAG wheels and tires
F78-14. ·$175. Ca!! 678-1478 eves.
tatives. Great experience and very good
pay. Contact Dot Case at 275-2865.

Call 273-5932 for more info.
or see next week's Future
WORD MASTERS

New apartment complex across from UCF,
2 bdrm/2bth,spacious living room & kitchen,
all new appliances, quiet. lmmed. 5400
plus deposit.last months. 365-6625.

Typing/wor.d processing. Thesis. reports,
resumes, etc. High quality typing at
reasonable rates. Close to campus. Call
Cindy at 660-1220 or 365-4863, day or eve.

Mailing lists fqr your club, fraternity, or sorority. No need to address your flyers and letters by hand any longer. Lists are prepared
on self-sti~k labels. Your info. safely stored
for future use. Call 273-5932 for details.
• • • Get "your refund early • • •
Experienced tax preparation at student
rates. Fast service, lmi. from UCF. Call
275-1709.
Child care in my home near UCF. Three yrs
college in Elementary Education. Reading
and math readiness will be taught. Call
Julie at 365-3863.
ABORTION SERVICES - - FREE PREGNANCY
TESTS - - Low-cost Birth Control Services.
Privacy, confidentiality guaranteed. Guest
speakers available. Director is UCF grad.
1240 Hillcrest, 1 block south of Colonial off
Mills. 422-0606 or long distance call free
1/8001432-8517.

"'ABORT10N SERVICES, birth con.fol information , pregnancy tests and c0unseling ..
VD screening, low cost, confidential services.
Central Florida Women's
EXPERT TYPING: 24 yrs. exp. Full-time. Term
Health Organization
papers, theses, reports, resumes , etc .
609 E. Colonial Drive,.Orlando
Correction of spelling, grammar, punc., '
898-0921
and editing included. Reasonable. Call
Bea, 678-1386.

personal

RESUMES-edited FREE. Stored FREE one year.
Professionally prepared. Results oriented. To all students interested in supporting
Check my references! Call JUDY at Walter Mondale Call 365-6060. Lets not re273-5298.
elect Reagan.
TYPING/WORD PROCESSING - Prompf personal service. Impressive and accurate
work. Check my references! Call JUDY at
273-5298.
WORD-PROCESSING--JUDYS BUSINESS SERVICE. Ask me about student incentives!
273-5258.
Typing on my word processor. No visible
corrections. Fast service. Sl .50/page. Call
Pam 6 71 -0924.

"

Roommate Wanted, non-smoker, very
responsible, to share half of two bedroom AUTHORS IN SEARCH of an experienced
apt. a mile and a half from UCF. Rent $213 manuscript typist! Call Bea 678-1386.
plus 1/2 of utilities. Call 273-6436, evenings. 1 Literary editing available.

Professional typing my home. Reasonable
rates. 20 yrs exp. Call 671-8926.

Computer word processing, customized
resumes, theses, term papers, reports, etc.
From $1.50/pg. Call Don , 678-3173 ·

FAST PROFESSIONAL TYPING

fypists

Quick accurate typists interested in wordprocessing. $5/hr to start. Call. Michael at
273-5932.

services

Wanted:
carpool
to/from
Avon
Park/Highlands county. Weekends. Will
pay gas. Call Mike at 277-2516.

Ever wanted to be a detective/ a critic/
another Brent Musberger/ Positions are now
available for those above average
students who will dare to go w.here no student has gone before: the physical plant,
the commons laundry room, the roof of the
library, and President ·colbourn's office. Now
is the time for you to expand your horizons
and possibly make a minor fortune in the
process. rt you have a knack for writing
about the common or the bizarre, apply at
the FUTURE editorial office in the art complex. Positions 'are available for news, sports
and feature reporters. For more information
call 275-2601.

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICES
Term papers, resumes designed/typed, e~c.
Located 1 mile from campus. IBM equipment. Editing & spelling corrections. paper
& cover free. Discounted rates. Call
275-1709 M-Sat 9-9.

RESUMES-EDITED FREE! STORED FREE l YR! Input
l page & print 5 originals. $9. Call JUDY'S
Typing .Accurate.Fast & Reasonable. Minor Business Service, 273-5298.
Editing, IBM Sel. II. All types of work. UCF Em· 1------------....,------t
pl.-1 mi. from UCF, Marti 365-6874 a~er 6pm .

carpool

help wanted ·.

1978 Camero . White, new tires . One owner.
Runs excellent -- $4200 or best offer. Call
282-2311 .

RESUMES
Designed/typed - 671-3007.

TEXT EDITING
All regular typing assignments
and
OVERNIGHT SERVICE
(Make an appointment or just call -- 24
hrs.)

1982 VW Rabbit diesel. 4door, 5spd., AC;
PB AM~FM stereo. Low miles. Asking $ 5 5 0 0 . 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ;
Book value $6500. Call Rudy 275-3869 or Jr.
657-0993.
Dodge Colt GT, 74000 mi. Looks good, runs
good. Only $800. Good deal. 277-7061 .

-1

Deadline:
Monday at 5:00pm,

Guaranteed 100% accuracy. Expert correction of spelling, grammar, punctuation.
Term papers, thesis, dissertations, res·e arch
papers, resumes, cover letters and typing.
All work prepared on Word Processors for error free neatness. We have IBM
Displaywriter, IBM Mag Card, and AB. Dick
Magna SL Word Processors. SUPPORT YOUR
COLLEGE - We have 10 employees for fast
service - All are former or current UCF
students. One Day Service Available 671-3007.

Individual Confident1al.CounseTing
Gynecologists
Sp.e qker Seirvlce

'2233 LEE-_- RcY.WINTER PARK

628-0405'.
·roll Free 800·432-s2ij9·
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THE STARBOUND TALENT SHOW
is coming to your campus to offer you a
chance to demonstrate your abilities in
the performing arts. Dancers, mimes, jazz
and classical musicians, vocalists, and
bands are eligible to enter.
WIN PRIZES AND DISTINCTION.
Enter or come to watch your
STARBOUND classmates perform.

A STUDENT
TALENT SHOW
SPONSORED BY
THE AMERICAN'
EXPRESS CARD

MARCH 6 & MARCH 27
Spm SCA
FINAL TALENT SHOWCASE
APRIL 3 Spm SCA
(Applications in by Feb. 24)

(Applications in by March 19)

For More Information Call .275-2611

-
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: THE GREAT
STUDENT

CENTER

DEBATES
Feb. 20&21,
27&28
6:30· 1Opm SCA

--

Abolishment of S.G.
Legalize Prostitution
Div. ! Athletics For UCF
Drinking Age

Health Center Distribition
of Contraceptives
Plus Many More.....

GAME NIGHT!
llam _· Spm ·..
Fri. Feb. 24·SC Game Room

-FREETABLE GAMES
DONUTS

POOL
·CO.FFEE

PUNCH

I

\

\
;
\

'

.
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PAC-the programming and activities
council,is · looking for members to help
organize and execute the many projects
coming up this semester. The PAC puts on
most of the student programming
. ,including Homecoming,Ski- Trips, Road
Rarlys, concerts,etc.....

Page 11

l.OWENBRAU
Jlresen.ts

Friday March 2
. 6:00&9:00
.SCA ·
Sunday March 4
8:30 SCA

If you're interested or even curious contact SC

. 215 or CALL 275-2611 •••.
PAC,lt's not Just • Job It's an adventure.

Sponsored ?Y

PAC

Bere'S lo good~~-

PLC
Presents
Honors
Awareness Day
,

.;

Wed Feb 22
11-1 Sc Green

Richard ·Pryor Live
Date: Wednesday Evening , Feb. 22

Time: 8:30

pm

Place: Knight's Den
Special ~f the Evening

Find out what honors~ awards
and scholarships you may be
qualified for.
Honor organizations will have
tables and information which
~ay
enhance
your
career
opportunities. There will also be
information booths on Financial
Aid, Grants, and Scholarship
opportunities.

75- COORS Longnecks

c 198...., Adolph Coors Ccwnoany Golden Colorado 8040i · B rewe r of Fine Qual1r,. Beers S1rce 1873

Presidents
Leadership Council
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COMING SOON

Alternative Entertainment
For Students
Tired of everyone else· having
all the fun? Well, we've cqme
up with a sure-fire plan for all
students o enjoy before spring
break starts. Just watch this
paper for notices of the many
activities
coming
up . for
everyones enjoyment-not Just a
select few.
·

· "This is a prize winner with
riveting performances by
an all star cast led by Robert
Mitchum as you've never
seen him before. He, Bruce
Dem, Paul Sorvino, Stacy ,
Keach, and Martin Sheen ~'· _.
give splendid ensemble
.,
playing in this powerful
·drama. Cheers for all!"
- Gene Shalit,
NBC TV/TODAY SHOW

STACY
KEACH

BROCE

DERN .

R06ERT
MITCHUM

MARTIN
·- SHEEN

9 -u ....... ..... In a GOLA~ ·GLOBl ' S Produrtion ol a JASO\ MILU:R Film

R -;· ::: :·: ~

""

Blue Thunder
Min_
i Golf Tourn~y
Spring Break Party

SCA DRAFIHOUSE
FRIDAY

6-9

WDIZ Funny Farm

FEB. 17
·pM

SUNDAY FEB. 19 8:30
SIDDEN1S
.50
GEN PuBnc 1.50

Sponsored by Schenck Company

PM

ACU-! Regional
College Bowl
thru the 19th
Movie "That
Championship
Season" 6&9pm
SCA

Mov[e "That
Championship
season" 8:30 SCA

Men's Basketball
at Rollins
Washington's
Birthday
Observed

Can. Speaker
Dr. Robert Wllllam
"Constitutional
Reform''

23

22

21

20

19

Washington's
Birthday

Sunshine State
conference

27

Theatre Production
"Mack and
. Mabel" 2pm
end March
1·3 ct 8:00pm

28

29

Men's Basketball
vs Eckerd 8 pm

24
3ame Night
10pm-5am

1

Student Talent
Night 8 pm SCA

SCA

Third Annual SAE
Button Down end
Boxer Shorts

Theatre Production "Meck end
Mabel" Feb 23-25 8:00pm

Debate Competltlo

26

PAUL

SORVINO

Hot Issue
Program

Lowenbrau
Movie
Blue Thunder

3

2

6 & 9 pm SCA

Debate Competitio

4
Lowenbrau
Movie
Blue Thunder
8:30pm SCA
SX Sweetheart Ball

5
Spring Fling

Meisterbrau

7

6

Mini Golf Open
Student Talent Night
8 pm SCA

Earthwalk
Multi-Media Show
4 & 7 pm SCA
. WDIZ Funny Farm
9:30 SCA
·~:~ PAC Is fund~ through the Activities and Services Fees , a_s a llocated by the Student Government of the University of Central Florid
•.-~1'P.

,.

~

~

:-:

~~

O'l

«
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A look at a rising star
Editor's note-The Future
introduces a new feature this
week: Starr's Celebrity
Showcase. Each week, Future
reporter Wayne Starr will interview a person, who may
' not be well-known, but is a
celebrity in his or her own
right. This week's column introduces us to movie actress
Donna Winter. Next week,
Starr will report on his interview with Late Night with
David Letterman's Larry
"Bud" Melman.
by Wayne Starr
Future staff

Almost everyone, from
critics, to grandparents, to
school
teachers,
to
·_.(.d}, "sophisticated" students,
Donna Winter is the_ girl of a young ca~per's dreams in 'The hates t_hem. But somebody,
actually lots of sombodies, go
First Turn On.'

Starr's
.Celebrity.
Showcase
\.

to see them. No, I am not
talkiing about "jiggle"
films-those low budget
beach, sorority· house and
softball diamond romps
where dozens of buxom young
women
bounce
around-usually with their
shirts off.
Feminists call them
degrading and expoitative.
Gene Siskel and Roger Ebert,
Chicago newspaper critics
and co-hosts of the syn, dicated movie-review program At the Movies, calls
Porky 's and movies of this ilk
offensive, riduculously stupid

and a waste of time and
money.
But Donna Winter, one of
several 1.mknowns making her
debut in The First Turn-On,
opening today in Orlando,
prefers to label the ·genre
"light sex-comedy."
Winter, who spent the last
week promoting the TROMA
production across the
Daytona-to-Tampa Central
Florida corridor, dismisses
the criticism, calling the films
simple, harmless fun.
"I don't feel the movie exploited women just because
we're women," says the
26-year-old model-turned actress. "Everybody was in the
same boat. If there was any
exploitation, the guys were
Movie, page 14

Brevard program is an alternative to court
by Vicki White

The classes will be on Tuesday and Thursday nights
from 7 p.m. to 10 p.m. at
Brevard County's Juvenile Brevard
Community
Alternative Services Program College's Cocoa campus.
is looking for volunteers to Just what is the Juvenile
work with young people in the Alternative Services Program
program. A six-week training and what do they do? The proclass for volun.t eers will start gram was established two
years ago as an alternative to
Feb. 21.
Volunteers need some sort taking young offenders to
of background in the human court and possibly to jail. Inservices in order to work as stead, they are made to
mediators between the youth realize the seriousness of their
and their parents or as offense, they get some
counselors. In order to work counseling to solve the proas arbitrators, the people who blems that lead to such
hold informal hearings to behavior, and they are spared
determine the guilt or in- the stigma of having a
nocence of the youth and criminal record.
decide what sort of repara- Most of the young people in
tions or restitution is needed, the program are referred
volunteers must have some through
Health
knowledge of the legal Reha bili ta tive Services,
system.
· although occasionally they
Features editor

will get a referral through the work major who is interning
courts. Usually, they have in the program,
the
committed second· or third volunteers try to arrange it so
degree felonies, misde- the youth pays out of his own
meanors, or are status of- pocket rather than having his
fentj.ers.
parents pay, because it makes
Everyone in the program a stronger impression on him.
must attend a law information course, which not only
The program is funded by
teaches them what they can Health and Rehabilitative
and cannot do, but also Services, and this year
teaches them what their Brevard Community College
rights are. They can be won the bid to provide the serassigned up to 60 hours of vices in Brevard County.
community service work, With the exception of prodependiag
upon
the gram coordinator Catherine
seriousness of their offense.
L. Evans and a part-time
Where possible,
ar- secretary, it is staffed entirely
rangements for restitution by volunteers: However, this
are made, and the program does not mean that the
does try to arrange jobs for volunteers are given .a regular
the youth to pay for any caseload. Instead, they only
damage they incurred.
devote a few hours a week to
According to Ca thy the program. Usually they onShoemaker, a UCF social ly .m eet with the pen,on they

are counseling once or twice,
~lthough it is up to them to
decide if the person needs
more counseling or has a problem that is too serious for
the volunteer to handle.
"Part of being a volunteer
is the ability to know when
you may be dealing with
something bigger than you
can handle,'' Shoemaker said,
and added that the program
makes heavy use of outside
agencies in working with its
people. They may arrange for
vocational assessment,
G.E.D. training, job interview skills or drug rehabilitation. The program also provides limited funding for outside counseling for the youths
and their families if it is
necessary.
JASP, page 16

Theater departme_,t opens musical,
'Mack and Mabe.I' Thursday n·ight
The second UCF play of the
1983-84 school year, Jerry
Herman's Mack and Mabel,
will begin a run of seven performances on Thursday at 8
p.m. in the University
Theater.
The bittersweet musical,
which relives the romance of
1920s silent screen star
Mabel Normand and legendary director/producer Mack
Sennett, stars theater major
Beth Walter and Brian Double in the title roles. Rounding out the romantic trio is
famed director William Desmond Taylor, played by
Bradley Crose, a senior accounting major. All three
have worked on UCF productions in the past. Both Walter
and Crose were involved in

this season's opener The
Front Page; Walter appeared
on stage, Crose behind the
scenes.
The cast also features UCF
students Rudy Gonzales, who
has acted on campus; Laura
Mark, a former student at
Florida School of the Arts
who has appeared in the annual St. Augustine passion
play.Cross and Sword; and
· Mark Driggers, who has appeared in several UCF productions and directed A Little
Dancing last fall.
A highly-skilled team of
theater technicians will see to
it that Mack and Mabel goes
off with a flair. Led by director Dr. Marilyn McKay, an
American theater scholar who
has been at UCF for six rnonths. the team consists of pro-

fessionals in design, dance,
music, voice and set construction. Charles E . Chapman is
the designer .and technical'
director, Elizabeth Parsons is
the choreographer, Don
White is in charge of set construction and retired Navy
bandsman Don Fugate will
_head the all-volunteer pit orchestra. UCF faculty member ,
Elizabeth Wrancher will be in
charge of the singing.
Playdates for the musical
are Feb. 23, 24 and 25, and
March 1, 2 and 3 at 8 p.m.
Q)
There is also a 2 p.rn. matinee
Qj
z
on Feb. 26.
E
Admission for the public is
0
$7; UCF students are admito
0
ted free. For additional infor£
CL
mation call the University
Theater at 275-2862 between
Brian Double is Mack Sennett and Beth Walter is Mabel
10 a.rn. and 3 p.rn.
Normand in UCF's 'Mack and Mabel.'
(/)

l-
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exploited as. much as the mild titillation, unlike the
women. We just felt it was other low-budget staple, the
part of the show. It was fun "slasher" films such as Halloand I had a good time."
ween , Friday the 13th, etc.,
there is no violence.
Turn-On is the latest in a
string of bawdy TROMA
"TROMA movies are light
comedies. The small, New and funny and there is
York-based independent com- definitely an audience out
pany is run by former Yale there. People like them,'' she
schoolmates Michael Herz says.
and Lloyd Kaufman. Other
Winter is right about that.
TROMA (the word comes
from the ancient Latin, mean- The TROMA formula is quite
ing "excellence on celluloid") successful. The films are
farces- include Waitress, made on a bare-bones budget,
Squeeze Play and Stuck on and shot as' quickly as possible, some in as little as five or
You.
six weeks, compared to a year
The company is not trying or more for the typical Franto compete with Warner cis Ford Coppola effort.
Brothers and TwentiethCentury Fox, but i~ not
:iq ueeze Play, released in
ashamed of its product, 1981, had ticket sales in exWinter said.
cess of $8 million. That may
. "The films are geared to a seem like a mere pittance
specific audience-the 18-25 compared to the $200 million
age group,'' Winter explains. plus brought in by an E.T. or
"Those are the people who a Star Wars, but when you
buy the most movie tickets." consider that the film only
So while the movies do con- cost $300,000 to make and
tain a generous amount of tl)at $30 million films are

common today, TROMA
makes a nifty profit.
What .it saves in production
costs, it spends on advertising. The company spent $3
million on television and
newspaper advertising for
Waitress, and having its sexy
stars fly around the country
signing autographs and handing out T-shirts didn 't hurt.
Herz and Kaufman also
save money by using
unknowns who are willing to
work for peanuts, or even
less, trading an immediate
payday in the hopes of future
payouts. Al Corley, who used
to play Steven Carrington on
ABC's Dynasty, is a TROMA
alumnus, and Winter also
hopes to use the company as a
springboard to bigger and
better things.
''As my career progresses, ' '
she says, "I'd kind of like people to forget about my first
starring role. Eventually I'd
like to be perceived as a
serious actress.''

American girl,'' commented
Winter.
She says the scene in which
she removes her shirt "is funny, not sexy," and she looks
at it as just part of the job.
"This (acting) is what I want
to do and sometimes you have
to do things that you really
don't want to do but, it's part
of the business. Most movies
In her segment, Winter today do contain nudity."
says, she plays a flirt. "My Winter said.
Currently Winter, the
character teases a guy on the
beach, inviting him up to my former Miss Teenage Pennhotel room. He thinks he 's in sylvania, is a flight attendant
for a big night, but then I say between acting roles. She
I just want to talk. He at- says that most struggling actacks me and I beat him up." tors and actresses have to
work other jobs to support
Winter appears topless for themselves, usually at such
about a minute, but warns mundane occupations as
that it's as far as she'll go. ''I waiters and cab drivers. She
would never do anything sex- believes she has the perfect
ually explicit. I wouldn't do job, since. "it allows me the
anything that I felt would time off I need and still proruin iny chances for doing vides me with a steady pay
something else,'' she said.
check."
''TV shows and commerBefore trying her hand at
cials want the fresh-faced, acting, Winter worked as a
housewife look. I like to pre- model in New York, moving
sent myself as an All- there from her native
Philadelphia four years ago.
Her work in magazines and
catalogs led to TV commercials. She was able to do this,
she says, because many commercials shot in New York are
made with non-union personnel as a way to cut costs. She
has advertised eyeglasses,
skin creams and a variety of
cosmetics.
Turn-On, shot in upstate
New York and New Jersey, is
the story of a group of summer campers who get trapped
in a cave. Because they fear
they are going to die, the
campers, competing in a
game of one-upmanship,
greatly exaggerate their first
sexual experiences.

Before We Put You In Charge Of The World's
Most Sophisticated Nuclear Equipment,
We Put YoU Through The World's
Most Sophisticated Nuclear Training.
It takes more than 16
that most of the m~n
months of intensive
who operate the
tr.aining to become a
reactors in private
fully qualified officer in
industry started in the
the Nuclear Navy. You
Nuclear Navy.)
begin with four months
It takes more time
of leadership training.
and more effort to
Then as a .Navy officer
become an officer in the
you get a full year of
Nuclear Navy. But the
rewards are greater, too.
graduate-level training
unavailable anywhere else at any price.
The rewards can begin as early as
Navy training is based on more than your junior year in college. Qualify, and
1900 reactor-years of experience. Right
the Navy will pay you approximately
now the Navy operates over half the
$1000/month while you finish school.
nuclear reactors in America. And the
After four years, with regular
Navy's nuclear equipment is the most
promotions and salary increases, you can
sophisticated in the world. That's why
be earning as much as $40,500. That's on
your Navy training is and must be the
top of a benefits package that includes
inost sophisticated in the world.
medical and dental care, and 30 days'
As an officer in the Nuclear Navy,
vacation earned every year. More
you have decision-m~king authority
·responsibility, more money, more future.
immediately. You get important manageSo, if you're majoring in math,
ment responsibility
engineering or the
:::-v~;;O;;:-U~T;- - - - - ; ; ; 1 physical sciences, and
fast. Because in the
CENTER
I you want to know more
Navy, as your knowl- I INFORMATION
P.O. Box 5000. Clifton. NJ 07015
edge grows, s.o does
I becoming
0 Please send me more inform a tion about
I about a future in
an officer in the Nuclear Navy.
(0N l
nuclear power, fill in
your responsibility.
I Nnm<•
I1 the coupon.
Your training and
I
Apt. 1 1 - Today's Nuclear
experience place you
1
Ci ty
ta t C'
Z ip_
. J
Navy
is an opportunity
among the country's
I Af;!£'_ _ _ + ollegl'/ l ' nin•rs ity _ _ _ __
like
no
other in the
most qualified profesI
:j: Yt•ar in Collegc>· - - - - - • G PA _ _ __
world.
sionals. (No surprise
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----------Navy Officers Get Responsibility Fast.

But she was not satisfied
with commercials, feeling
that like Cheryl Tiegs, Shelley
Hack and countless others,
she would be stereotyped as a
model only-one with no acting talent. She sees her role
in First Turn-On as a way of
getting her foot in the door.
Winter 's two immediate
goals go ' hand-in-hand: getting work on a major motion
picture and membership in
the Screen Actors Guild. To
that end she has been studying for the past two years at
HB Studio, a major New
York acting school, but says
her efforts are being thwarted
by the "actor's Catch-22."
"You have to be in the guild
to get a job,'' she explains,
"but you have to have a job to
get in the guild. ''
So while her agent is trying
to get her into the guild,
Winter is hitting the streets.
"Every offer I get I have to
go out ai:id find myself..
Nobody calls me up and says,
'Hey, we have this great part
for you out on the coast, come
on out."'
Those who have seen
today's Orlando Sentinel.
movie ad should not be misled. While the lovely lady in
the bikini is Winter, anxious
viewers are warned that she is
NOT the Penthouse Pet of the
Year, ·as the ad might lead one
to believe. ''No,'' Winter
laughs, "that's Sheila Kennedy. You see a lot more of
her than you do me, if you get
my drift."
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Save ·Dad _$ 9,000
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Live In A New Townhome
for Him
.
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It's Really True,
when your dad buys a new townhome and you live in it he will save
$2,500 on the down payment.

Quality construction and
conv.e nient floo1plans~
Plus a $2,300 Savings. we will pay all closing costs during
our preconstruction sale from now
through-Feb ..29. *
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Only $2,500 Down,
$366 per mo.*
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J! o"na
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Bedroom

1,111 11 l'of .

I•'
I
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You can own a 2 bedroom 2112
bath townhome with dishwasher,range,
microwave, refrigerator, washer ,dryer,
alarm system,and more·.

,

I

L ___ G- :=.J...._~
~ ' I dw !1

H-,_r 0
I

Up to $7 ,400 Tax Write-Off

Living Room
up---

'Bedroom ·
13• • 11•

available in the first full years
ownership.

Phone Home ·

·.
. .
·;._ :· ..

Dad. really can save money with
your help. We can help you show
·him how. Tell dad to call us
today or c~me by this week.

.· . ··:

GROUND FLOOR

SECOND FLOOR

University Blvd.

UCF

*$49,900 sale price,$47,400 mortgage
amount. Based on 7112 %·convent:ional
30-year financing. 13% A.P.R. Limited to
3 total loan points. Interest rates
subject to change without notice.

"i
·c

...

Cambr~dge

Circle

>< J!~
ftl

Ci
S.R. SO

Hours:

•
9-5 Mon.-Fr1.
Weekends by appointment

Ca.II John Nauman or
Dave Parker
(305) 273-0990
Advantage Developement Corp.
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'Star 80' shows another, darker side of HollywOod life
by Ted Barnett
Future staff

Star 80, Bob Fosse's production about the death of
1980's Playboy magazine
· Playmate of the Year,
Dorothy Stratten, realistically presents modern day
Hollywood, with all its plastic
and tinsel.
Based
on
Teresa
Carpenter's Pulitzer Prizewinning article for the Village
Voice entitled "Death of a
Playmate," it tells the story
of small-time con artist Paul
Snider, portrayed by Eric
Roberts, who discovers
teenage Stratten in Canada.
Stratten is played by
Mariel Hemingway. Snider is
inspired by her good looks
and feels that she is his
chance to break in to the big
time.
He sends pictures of her to
Playboy. The magazine's
owner, Hugh Hefner, played
by Cliff Roberts, becomes intrigued by Stratten's natural
Eric Roberts as Paul Snider tries desperately to hang onto appearance. He sends for her
Mariel Hemingway as Dorothy Stratten in 'Star 80'.
and makes her a Playmate.
Eventually she becomes
Playmate of the Year.
Snider follows Stratten to
Hollywood and they get married just as her career takes
off. As she becomes more successful through motion pictures and television, Snider
seems to become more and
more of aq outcast. As Hefner
says, "Snider looks too much
like a pimp."
Stratten relocates to New
York City to do a film for a
well-established producer
named Aram Nicholas,

played by Roger Rees. Stratten has an affair with him and
decides to break off with
Snider permanently.
In an emotional breakdown,
afraid of losing her and
everything he has worked for,
Snider murders Stratten and
then kills himself, determined
to prove that if he cannot
have her, no one will.
Director/screenwriter Fosse
presents Star 80 in two different styles: documentary
and autobiographical. He
mixes interviews with people
who knew Stratten and an interview with Stratten as a
Playmate, talking about her
life. However, while Snider's
obsession with Stratten is interesting, it is never clearly .
shown what her interest in
him is or from where her
loyalties for him stem.
Director of photography
Sven Nykvist depicts the true
tinsel of Hollywood's current
motion picture world. He
focuses on an abundance of
pal a ti al mansions and
overgroomed starlets, presenting Hollywood in a chrome
plated, plastic frame of mind.
Olan Heirn's editing jumps
back and forth throughout
Stratten's life, making it
rather difficult to place what
point her life is in.
As the doomed Stratten,
Hemingway is unconvincing.
She is certainly pretty enough
to be a Playboy Playmate but
she seems to be too much of a
little girl forced to make decisions for which she was not
ready. She moves across the
screen rather clumsily, not·
having the grace and con-

College
Park Florist
·
Serving Since 1952
Flowers for All Ocassions

Easter Special
20 % DISCOUNT with STUDENT I.D.
Cash & Carry 423-5771
2118 Edgewater Dr.

WORK· PART TIME
FULL TIME· ANY TIME
our new

menu.!

• 1/2

Pound Burgers
* Steak (all sizes)
* Finger Foods • fish Ir other Seafoods
~~The. Goodtime

Meeting Place"

We've been custom-making jobs to fit
people's needs since 1946. We'll match just
the right temporary assignment to your
skills whether you want to work 40 hours a
week, or just 4. Theres never a fee. Just stop
by Personnel Pool. and we'll get to work on
· your custom-made job.
If you're looking for temporary or shortterm work ... let us take the blues out of your
Monday morning!

Week-end Work Also
Call Kit Mon.-Fri.

843-4906

Temporary help since 1946.

Personnel Pool@
2901 East Colonial Drive
East of Colonial Plaza
894-9705

Equal Opportunity Em ployer M/F

fidence that most Playmates
appear to have.
Roberts is more believable
as Snider. As Carpenter noted
in her 1981 article, "Paul had
a growing obsession with
Dorothy's destiny. It was, of
course, his own. He furnished
the
house with her
photographs and got a plate
reading STAR 80 for his new
Mercedes ... " Roberts makes a
slick, almost greasy Snider.
He arrives in Hollywood looking more like a gangster from
the '30s than a talent agent.
Robertson makes a ruthless
Hefner and Rees is a mild
Nicholas, loosely patterned
after Peter Bogdanovich.
Stories of this nature are
always difficult to present.
The audience does not enjoy
watching beauty and youth
destroyed, especially when it
is not a fictitious event. But,
having a cardboard script and
an unconvincing leading lady
does not help matters, either.

J

JASP--from page 13
J ASP has saved the taxpayers thousands of dollars
by using volunteers and keeping hundreds of young people
out of the court system.
Shoemaker says that it is
more of a personalized, ''old
comniunity" approach to
handling juvenile delinquents.
"In the old days, if a kid
broke his neighbor's window,
the situation was settled by
him, his parents and his
neighbor, instead of calling
the police,'' Shoemaker said.
"That is what we do. We give
them the feeling that someone
cares about what they do. "
The program also works very
closely with the state attorney's office, helping to
reduce its workload.
Persons interested in
volunteering for J ASP should
contact Evans at 632-1111,
extension 4560 for further information. Classes will . be
held at Brevard Community
College's Cocoa Campus,
1519 Clear lake Road, Cocoa,
in the UCF Lifelong Learning
Center
Community
Auditorium.

CHILD ABUSERS
ARE MORE
HELPLESS THAN
THEIR CHILDREN.
Mo~t child abu:-.er.., are
trul y unable Ill help
themselve~. They were
ahuseu while growing
up. Ml they've learned
no other way tu rai~e
thei1· uwn chiluren . fkcuu..,e they an: \11 help1e,.., ;ihuut rai ... ing their
11\\ n children. chilli
ahu ... er' are "' much the
v ictllll\ of a vici1HI\
cyck a.., the children
thev <ihu..,e . Yet ch!ld
:1bu-..,er.., can he helped .

HELP DESTROY A FAMILY
TRADmON. WRm:

A P11hllc S 111 v11 1•11 I 111 •, l'W'tl/•1 111'1
K I ht • Adv 1•1 f10,,01 tJ l c 11ru 11
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working out with Jane
by Vicki White
Features editor

By now, most of you have
managed to figure out that
those individuals jumping
about and tying themselves
in knots in the Commons
building on weekday afternoons are not having fits of
ecstasy because they've watched three hours of soaps on
the wide screen TV. No, they
are participating in "Jane
Fonda's Workout."
Why would anyone want to
go through such stuff?
Generally, people visit
"Jane" because they want to
get into shape. A lot of the~
are so busy with school and
working that they have to
pack a lot into what free time
they have. Others do it
because they enjoy it; after
all, a little S & M never hurt
anyone. Others get talked into it by their friends. In this
case, misery loves company.
Since I have been going for
a few months myself, I consider myself to be well enough
versed in the ways of "Jane"
to be able to enlighten those
who have never participated,
those who do not care to participate and those who would
not be caught dead performing such behavior in public.
Well that would be highly unnatural, anyhow. W~ll. here it
goes: "Workout: The Untold
Story:''

The whole thing starts out
By the end of this travail,
simple enough-a few neck your stomach muscles feel
rolls, some shoulder stret- like one of those roll towels
ches. Next thing you know, that they have in public
you have got a hold of your r~strooms that has gotten
ankles and you are looking yanked a little too hard.
through your legs at what the
''On your right side! Time
person .behind you is doing. for the leg exercises! '' Jane
Try not to stare. You will lose cuts no slack. At least you get
count.
to take this one lying down.
What really helps is the one
After you have jogged, where you are on your right
stretched and flexed yourself side, left leg looped up and
out of breath, Jane gaily an- over, and the left foot grasped
nounces, "Now that you're all firmly with the left hand. It's
warmed up, it's time for the not as hard as it sounds, take
arm exercises." Nobody likes my word. The right leg is
these. They like the ab- lifted up, down, up, down, and
dominal exercises even less. I find the effect of my right
At this stage of the game it's foot appearing and disappearnice to be working out with .ing behind my left knee very
friends. That way, when it hypnotic. It kind of makes me
gets to be too much, you can forget that I am dying by inall wilt in unison, and no one ches.
_has to take that humiliating
step alone. After all, Jane is
From here, you ease, believe
old enough to be your mother me, you ease, onto your hands
and it's undignified to have to and knees for "Rover's
admit you wer·e beaten by Revenge,'' which looks exact"such an old lady."
ly what it sounds like. For
some people, the indignity is
Generally, the abdominal more than they . can bear,
exercises are what separate especially if there is a chance
those who are serious from they could be caught in such a
those who are there out of idle compromising position by socuriosity. Those who are there meone they know. I guess the
just for kicks think again at rest of us figure that if you're
going to look silly, it· is far
this point and leave."
Throughitall,Janeis kind better to look silly in
enough to remind you to numbers.
"don't forget to breathe," as
After a few of these and
if it is really something that
some
more
mundane
requires conscious effort.
come the
Well, at this stage, sometimes movements
"donkey ki~ks," in the same
it does.
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squeeze, squeeze. I think you
get the picture. This is not· a
spectator sport. When it's
over, all bums sin1:<: gratefully
to the ground and everyone
heaves a· sigh of relief.
After some yoga-esque
cooldown exercises, Jane
says, "Congratulations! You
did a good job! I'll see you all
next time." Don't wo~ry,
Jane, you will.

position, only one leg is kick.ed up behind you. "Get you~
knee up higher than your
butt!" she, exh9rts. Jane does
not mince words, either. I find
that it is easier when the arms
collapse and your face ends
up on the floor.
An even more compromising position is effected for the
buttocks exercises-on the.
.back, legs bent at the knees,
up, down, up, down, squeeze,

McGru ff,

The
Crune Dog
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GETTING READY ~OR THE CLAST, $1 o.9s ·154 pp.
Sample tests and instruction in reading, writing and mathematics

This offer not good with any other
discount or coupon. Sales.tax charged
where applicable. Offer good at par.
ticipdting RAX Restaurants only.

COLLEGE MATH REVIEW, $12.95, 2so pp.
.
Thousands of CLAST examples and sample tests.
MATH ANXIETY REDUCTION: A \Vorkbo~k, $10.95, 202 pp.
Teaches how to cope with test anxiety,

Aloma Shopping Center
2305 Aloma Ave.

COLLEGE BOOKSTORE NOW!!

or
send your check for the price plus $1.00 to:
H&H Publishing Company, Inc., 1117 Webb Drive, Clearwater, FL ·
33515, Ph. (813) 447-0835.

YOUNG ADULT
MINISTRY OF
CALVARY
ASSEMBLY

-

2 BBC's FOR $2.99

Three books written

In your

-

Winter Park

RAX

RESTAURANTS
Hurry...Offer Expires 2·29·84
L - - - - '- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ·- - - - - -

Mainstream is geared to college and career minded young adults
and singles ages 18-30. This ministry will heip equip youn g adults for the
major challenges·of life-developing a career and preparations for marriage. Are you looking for happiness? No matter what you do,fulfillment
can only be found in Jesus Christ. He wants you to know Him personally.
Come and learn how great life can be.

MJllNSTREJIM
Tuesday Evenings at 7:30 p.m. Calvary Towers Community Room
CALVARY ASSEMBLY
1199 Clay Street, Winter Park.Fl. 32789. 644-1199
Located between Par and Fairbanks exits off 1-4
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The sales contract- read before buying
by Joe Jervis
Future staff

For most people in college,
it is a time of great change.
Social · change, familial
change, educational change
and financial change. For the
first time in their lives, some
students are forced to deal
with the everyday realities of
life such as buying groceries,
paying bills and purchasing
items a little more necessary
and substantial than this
week's top album.
There are many pitfalls and
traps awaiting the inexperienced student. Mar;iy
unscrupulous businesses prey
upon college students and
their unfamiliarity with the
business world.
Some apartment complexes
. attempt to lure students off
campus with promises of no
security deposit, and the student ends up paying first and
last month's rent in advance,

a pet deposit and sometimes
an infla.ted rent if he is dumb
·enough to mention that he
will have more than one roommate.
Renting to own is another
danger. Students are attracted by low mqnthly
payments towards TVs or
stereos for their often sparsely furnished apartments.
They end up paying many
payments towards the item,
and usually a final balloon
payment two to 10 times the
regular bill. ·
Students would be better
off to establish credit at a major department store. Then, if
the item is really needed, pay
it off monthly on an installment plan. The interest rate
paid is always much. lower
then the final price of a rental.
. Of course, the best way to
pay is cash in full, but we are
talking· about college
students.
Students faced with a

transportation shortage
sometimes consider leasing
cars, arguing that since they
are only going back home
after graduating, it would be
pointless to buy a car. Wrong!
If you purchase a relatively
inexpensive used car you will
not only save money, you can
resell it when you leave and
get back some of your investment.
Health clubs sometimes go
after students with promises
of low annual fees. One place
promised two years' membership for less than $100. I
couldn't believe that, so I called them up.
"Hi. I just saw your ad for
member~hip; and thought I'd
call up ar:id verify the price,'' I
said.
"That's right, it's a mere
$99 for two years phummpf
aph mummmphff," replied
the person on the other end of
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Howto have class between classes.
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News waves? They're the trends of today-in politics, business , youth , the economy-that affect
what's to come next month , next year, in the next
decade.
News waves in U.S.News: We analyze.them every
week (before they make the headlines elsewhere) to
keep you on top of-and prepared for-what the
future holds in store .
Subscribe to U.S.News at half-price. Just fill out
and send in the coupon below.

------ I
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Indulge yourself in a warm cup
of Cafe Vienna. It's a light and -cinnamqny touch of class. And just one of six delic!ously different fla~ors
from General Foods® • .:·. -~: · . . : ": •
.·. ;. ")lN,,,,.
"l;,, · •
.: · ·;;;
International Coffees. ~~
-"·--..----- -- --_,. ___
r.ur:. ... -- ~

·

SUlsseMo<tia
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Money-saving

Student Coupon
0 YES, send me 23 weeks

of
U.S.News & World Report for only
$7 .97. I'll save 50% off the regu lar
subscription rate and 77% off the
cover price.

I
Address - - - - - - - - - - Apt. _ __
City State
Zip _ __

CiUl;AMA~'llO

I

GENERAL FOODS®INTERNATIONAL COFFEES
AS MUCH A FEELING AS A FLAVOR

u.s.News

Mail c:oupon to:
U.S.News & World Report
2400 N St., NW
Washington, D.C. 20037

.. _______ _
I .

& WORLD RePORT

Listen for the News Blimp, on WUCF . brought to you
1 by U.S.News & World Report.

CENEAAL F'OODS

c General Foods Corporation 1983 ..__
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Music, poetry portray 'other' Russia
by Ted Barnett
Future staff

UCF's foreign language
department presented a program of Russian music and
poetry Feb. 10 in the Music
Rehearsal Hall featuring
faculty members and
students from UCF, along
with members of the Florida
Symphony Orchestra.
Professor Karl-Heinrich
Barsch conducte~ the program, which featured Russia
from the cultural point of
view instead of the usual
political point of view;
through Tchaikovsky's "Four
Seasons, " classical romance,
and modern Soviet music and
poetry.
Early in the program,
Barsch noted that much of
Russian culture is moody and
heavy, "as if someone had
just died," which was an
unintentionally apropos
rem~k, since Soviet leader
Yuri Andropov had died the
day before.
The first part of the program opened with balalaika
playing by E graf Andreyev, a

member of the Florida Symphony Orchestra. One of the
evening's highlights came
afterward with the excellent
piano playing by Zalina
Gorevich, who studied at the
Leningrad Conservatory of
Music and now performs with
the Florida Symphony Orchestra. She performed "Four
Seasons" with great skill and
flair.
Elizabeth Orrison sang two
traditional Russian songs,
"The
Bells "
and
''Snowstorm. ''
During the classical part of
the program Bonna Kincaid
·sang "Oh Cease Thy Singing,
Maiden Fair,'' ' accompanied
by Orchestra members Zalina
Gorevich on the piano and
Lev Gorevich on the violin.
Orrison returned to sing
"Don't A waken Memories."
One of the most interesting
sections of the program was
the modern Soviet section.
Efimov read several modern
poems and Lev Gorevich
played three violin melodies.
Rollins College professor
Alexander Boguslawski sang

THE HAIR SH.OP
,_Precision Style Cut $8.00

Army woodwind quintet
plays to small audience

Money

I
8

FULL SERVICE SALON

'

several modern Russian folk
songs from the '60s that were
written by Alex Galich.
The Russian program was
informative and entertaining,
playing to a full house.
However, there were a few
te-chnical errors which
prevented the evening from
being totally enjoyable. The
program seemed far too long,
with many performers appearing five or six times. The
Members of the Florida Symphony Orchestra played and
lighting was poor-the lights UCF students sang at the foreign language department's Ruson the audience were much sian program.
brighter than those onstage.
There were many presentations, but there was not a set
program. Though each person
was introduced beforehand, it
was hard to keep track of who by Vicki White .
a part of the United States
was performing in each seg- Features editor
Military Academy Band since
ment.
197 6 consists of Sgt. Maj.
West Point's Woodwind Derek Brinkman on the oboe,
Even though the program Quintet slipped into the Sgt 1st Class Kelvin Hill on
was not well-organized, it did Music Rehearsal Hall Mon- the bassoon, Spec. 6 Joseph
present an interesting view of day night for a rather brief DeMers on the French horn,
a culture of which not too performance that was also a Spec. 6 Harold Easley on the
many people are aware.
sort of recruiting tour.
clarinet, and Spec. ·5 William
The quintet, which has been Treat on the flute. Both Hill
- - - - - - - - - - f r o m page 18 and Treat are from the Central Florida area.
While the members of the
turns out, is by purchasing
the line.
group
are in the Army and
"Two years what?" I in- magazine subscriptions.
have
to
wear uniforms, they
Some of these shysters are so
quired.
are
not
cadets
at the military
"Phumkmpf aph mumm- smooth-talking you have a
academy,
nor
do they teach
two-year subscription to Field
mphff.''
there.
Instead,
they are hired
"Plus a maintenance fee?" I and Stream before you know
by
the
army
to
be ·musicians
what hit you.
asked.
through
advertisements
in
Buy your magazines
"Uh ... yeah. Twenty-five
musicians'
newspapers.
dollars ·a month,'' the person through the established firms
"They figured that h~ving
that offer discounts to
replied.
us
come and play would be a
"So really it's three hun- students. At least then you
good
way to get the idea
will actually get them. Some
dred dollars a year, ' ' I said.
across
that the army isn't
"Well, .. .if you look at it of these door-to-door places
made
up
of a bunch of Beetle
that way," the other person take the money and run.
who really don't
Bailey
types
told me.
The best advice for
know
what
they're doing,"
students unfamiliar with a
Click.
Hill
explained.
"We are tryYou would be better off to company or product is to ask
ing
to
promote
an image of
around.
your
parents
or
use the facilities on campus or
high
professionalism
in the
friends
may
have
had
some
be prepared to read the
microscopic print on the experience with them and will arn1y."
Civilians who join the band
be able to advise you.
forms.
Just remember never to start at the rank of buck
Sometimes
a
pert
youngster will come up to sign anything without sergeant. Sergeant major is
your door and say, "Hi! I'm reading all of it. That is just the highest rank that they
in a contest, and I can win a common sense that so many can obtain. The army has a
trip to Europe if you'll vote of us forget when caught up certain number of ranks allotfor me!" The way you vote, it in the excitement of "a deal." ted to the full military
academy band, so promotions
are usually made when so.WHY PAY
~· meone retires and depend
upon the individual's educaEXTRA TO A MIDDLEMAN?
tion, time and service within
GO DIRECT TO THE
the army, and the part-time
jobs
they have held.
SPECIALIST WHO DOES THE WORK.
The group played to a small
crowd in the rehearsal hall,
some of whorn were there as
part of a class requirement.
Their program consisted of
RADIATOR SPECIALISTS
four selections: Anton
. Reicha's Blaserquintett EsDur, Opus 88, no.2; Samuel
Barber's Summer Music,
Opus
31;
Vincent
Persichetti' s Pastoral, Opus
21; and John Harbison's
Quintet. The only problem
with the pro~am was that
between pieces, members of
the quintet looked around as
10662 E. Colonial D.r. 2300 N. Park Ave
if they were not exactly sure
Maitland
Orlando
where they were. Maybe they
•
had had a long day; they had
644-9327
275-9327
already been to Rollins Col630 Clifton St
lege, or maybe they were
wondering where everybody
Pine Hills
was.

WALK-INS WELCOME

Dall~~;!?~~(
Calling All Can~H~
... and Mexican
I

10509 E. Colonial Dr.
(Winn Dixie Center)
UNION PARK

... and Japanese
... and French,German,
Chinese,Italian, British,and
Moroccan Students!
We are seeking International Students
from the countries listed above to work
in World Showcase at EPCOT Center.
Jobs are available in our Cultural Representatives Program in restaurants,.
merchandise shops,and attractions. Pay
is $4.30 per hour, somewhat less for tipped
positions. No management positions are
available and students need to have
completed their studies in the U.S.
_
Visa assistance is available for one year,
and all participants must leave the U.5. at
the conclusion of the program.
Spend a year representing- your country
at EPCOT Center! Apply in person or
write to:
Walt Disney World Co. College Relations 1-6
Professional Staffing Office
P.O. Box 40
Lake Buena Vista, Fl. 32830

Walt Olsr>ey Productions

Walt V isneyWorld®
An Equal Opportunity Employer

1111111~1

NEW RADIATORS,
REBUILT RADIATORS,
HEATERS &WATER PUMPS
CLEAN &REPAIR RADIATORS &
GAS TANKS

291-9327
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Knights set.back Spartans
Men

Women

tie up

take lead

conference

outright

by Mike Rhodes

by Mike Rhodes

Sports editor

Sports editor

The men's basketball team
came one step closer to winning the Sunshine State Conference championship, stopping
conference-leading
University of Tampa, 72-62,
in a double-header with the
women.
The Monday win ties {JCF
and Tampa, both with 9-3
conference records, for first
place in the conference.
The Knights controlled the
game from the outset, taking
the opening tip-off and jumping out to · a 20-8 lead after
less than 9 minutes of play.
The Spartans were frustrated
throughout the first half by ·
the Knights' stubborn
defense led by Isaac McKinnon, who rejected 4 shots and
had 4 steals.
Tampa's problems seemed
endless in the first half and
got even more complicated
when the Tampa bench was
penalized with two ,t echnical
fouls in less than three
minutes.
The U CF lead increased to
22-8 when the Spartans
mounted a comeback of sorts,
putting the Knight offense on
hold, and cutting the UCF
lead to 7 points, 22-15, with
8:23 left in the half. But the
rally was short-lived; the
Knights offense came alive
and cruised to a comfortable
42-26 lead.
Tampa's woes began before
_

Men, page 22

The Lady Knights took sole
possession of first place in the
Sunshine State Conference
Monday night, defeating. the
University of Tampa Lady
Spartans, 67-63.
However, the ·victory may
prove costly as far as player
personnel is concerned. Injuries have been a problem
most of the season for the
women, but as the season
winds down the problem
seems to have become much
more urgent.
With just under seven
minutes gone in the first half
of the women's game against
Tampa, junior guard Suzy
Brase brought the ball
downcourt alone on a fast
break, was fouled and fell, .
hurting her knee. She left the
game on the shoulders of UCF
trainers.
Further int9 the half, with
about three minutes left,
sophomore forward Susan
Patz came down court in a
similar situation and had her
feet knocked out from under
her, causing her to fall on her
back. She . sustained a hip
pointer and a bruised back.
Patz was forced to leave the
game on a stretcher.
~
Although
positive
~ diagnoses were not available
~at Future press time, both
~ women were questionable for
5 Thursday's game at UCF
o. against No. 1 ranked, J?iviIsaac McKinnon towers over Tampa's John Jones, cutting off his path to the basket as Larry
Gowins (21) backs him up.
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UCF wrestlers qualify for nationals
1984 UCF Football Schedule

by Scott Gunnerson
Future sports

As a result of winning their
weight classes at the
Southern Regionals in Pembrook N.C., Trent Smith and
Russell Schenk will wrestle in
the National Division II
Tournament in Baltimore,
Md., this weekend.
Mike Bouchard, Mahamoud
Kenareh and Jerry Harmer all
f
lost in the championship
round.
Liberty Baptist won the
Trent Smith
Russ Schenk
tournament's team championship with five champions. minute both wrestlers seemed What's he on?' Trent never
Pembrook came in second to be evenly matched. But let up for six minutes. He was
with two champions followed then Smith began to come beating the kid with 30
by UCF with two champions alive and dominate the man seconds left in the match and
and finally Pfiefer with one from Liberty Baptist. "Once Trent was still scoring
Trent took the kid down he points. ' ' Smith finally won
champion.
Trent Smith, wrestling for never let up,·· Coach Pat Cuc- the match by the score 25-14.
Five days before the
UCF at 142 pounds, faced ci said. "The kid's whole exDerek Harper in his cham- pression changed, as if to say
pionship match. For the first 'What·~ this kid been eating?
Wrestlers, page 24

Sept. 1

Bethune-Cookman

Home

Sept. 8

, Northeast Louisiana

Away

Sept. 15

Georgia Sou them

Home

Sept. 2

Western Kentucky

Away

Sept. 29

Southwest Texas State Away

Oct. 6

Akron

Home

Oct. 13

Easterri Kentucky

Away

Oct. 20

Illinois State

Home

Oct. 27

Austin-Peay State

Home

Nov. 3

Indiana State

Away

Nov. 10

Furman

Away

Nov. 17

OPEN

OPEN

I

~
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Consistency is Gowin's edge
by Scott Gunnerson
Future Sports

UCF basketball standout
Larry Gowins, in his final college basketball season, played
outstanding ball in front of
his hometown area, Tampa,
against the University of
Tampa and St. Leo College in
Dade City north of Tampa.
Against St. Leo last Saturday night, Gowins led all
scorers with 20 points. The
Knights won the game by a
20-point margin.
Monday night the Knights
faced Sunshine State Conference leader, U:njversity of
Tampa. Tampa looked like ·
they would run away and hide
with the SSC title after only a
few conference games when
the season began. The Spartans jumped out to lead the
conference initially with a 7-0
record. But two losses, handed down by Florida Sou them
and ·Biscayne, brought Tampa down to the mortal level.
UCF (9-3) handed Tampa (9-3)
its third loss, 72-62, forcing
the Spartans to share its SSC
lead with the Knights.
The major reason for the

Knights ' onslaught on Tampa's three-game lead is the
play of Gowins. Against Tampa, Gowins played well at
both ends of the court, scoring 22 points and pulling
down 7 rebounds. Defensively, Gowins held the Spartan's
Roderick Burnett to only 4
points.
''The Tampa game really
got Larry motivated, being
from Tampa, and he had some
people up from Tampa to see
him play," said Assistant
Head Coach Ray Hernan.
"On defense he has been our
most consistent player for the
last half of the season,
especially at . cutting off
penetration from the wing.
He is our quickest player. He
has really adjusted to playing
the wing on the zone instead
of just man-to-man defense."
In his last two games
Gowins has made 74 percent
of his shots from the field and
67 percent of his 'free throws.
Most of Gowins' shots
however, come from way
above the field, and basket,
for that matter.
''Many teams come in to
our gym thinking that they

don't want Larry Gowins
guarding them down near the
basket," Hernan said. "If he
fronts them or guards them
from behind it doesn't really
matter, because defensively
he is quick enough to take the
ball from them or swat it
away when they turn around
to take a shot.
" Larry has one of the
quickest verticle jumps I've
ever seen in my seven years of
college coaching, '' Hernan
said. "He's just tremendous
at catching the ball down low
and turning around and
shooting the ball off the glass.
It's very hard to stop him
when he can jump the way he
can.
Hernan said that the team
is going to miss Gowins when
he graduates. "Larry's turning out to be a better player
and all-around athlete than I
had anticipated at the start,"
Hernan said. ''Mainly he was
an offensive threat to get the
- big slam dunk or a tip-in. But
he has learned how to pass
the ball very well and I think
our offensive set (triangles)
has helped him to become a
better player."

Larry Gowins stands and shoots head and shoulders abov~
Tampa def enders. Here he puts in two of his 22 points.

Men..:..___ __
-------from page 21

they even got to UCF. Al
Miller, the Spartans'. leading
scorer, who had been averaging over 19 points and over 6
rebounds per game, was injured in its previous game
against Biscayne/St. Thomas
of Villanova-Miami. Miller
could only sit and watch as
his Spartans tried in vain to
stop the UCF attack.
Any attempt by the Spartans would have been in vain.
The Knights .were unstoppable, moving out to an
18-pOi!J.t lead with 16:43 left
in the game. From that point,
the Spartans just managed to
keep up with UCF but never
got closer than the final 72-62
score.
Larry Gowins led the way
for the Knights, scoring 22
poin ts and pulling down 7 rebounds. Greg Brown netted
16 points and Dan Faison had
12 poin ts and a game high 10
rebounds. Tampa' s Todd
Linder led all scorers with 24
points.
Saturday night the Knights
take on Eckerd College in
another double-header with
the women. The women 's
game is scheduled to begin at
5:15 p.m. with men's following at 7:30 p.m.
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Sports Briefs
divisions will play for the allThe intramural softbaL
•••
university championship.
season begins on Feb. 27 and
now is the time to get a team The Intramural Soccer
together and enter it into a Tournament will be played on
league. The deadline for enter- the intramural fields beginning a team for the first week ing Monday. Games will be
of the season is Tuesday.
played at 4 and 5 p.m. daily.
There is a mandatory team The favorites going into the
captains' meeting at 4 p.m. on final week of the season for
Tuesday in RS 117 followed the men's title are Tau Kappa
by an umpire clinic at 5 p.m. Episilon I and Sigma Alpha
Each team must provide one Episilon I, ·who are deadlockumpire for the league.
ed with perfect records in the
There will be separate fraternity league. Three inleagues for Men's and dependent teams, the
Women's A and B competi- Derelicts, Stray Cats and
tion. Faculty and staff are en- Cavaliers, are in a dog-fight
couraged to participate with for first place in their divithe students.
sion. The winners of the two

Suni:;hi~e

Tampa
St. Leo
Rollins
St. Thomas/Villanova
Fla. Southern
Eckerd
FIT

SA 90 ........... $ 2.39

TDK

SA 60 ........... $ 2.29

MAXELL XLll-S 90 . . . s 3.69

TDK

AD 90 ........ . .. $ 1.99

SONY

TDK

MA 90 ........... s S.19

FUJI

• FAST FRIENDLY SERVICE
Moat ordera ahipped within 24 hour•

•••
Recreational Services is
holding a T-shirt design contest to . publicize the screen
printing service that it offers
to UCF students and campus
organizations.
For more information call
275-2408 or stop by the Rec.
Services office next to the
pool.

MAXELL UDXL-11 90 .. s 2.59

TDK

E!!!
~

•

UCX-S 90 ..... s 2.89
METAL 90 ..... s

4.~9

MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE

All tepee •r• bHnd n•w. f•ctory •••led end
fully gu•r•ntHd .

• ORDER NOW ! Send money order or
cHhier 'a check for full •mount plua •2 .60
for •hipping end h•ndling. Peraon•I
chec:lca deley ahipment. Minimum order
" 10 tapu- mix or metch.
Write for frH cet•log.

State Conference Standings

· :Men

UCF

Alpha Chi Omega, Pi Beta
Pi and Zeta Tau Alpha are the
favorites for the women's title.

Buy direct and SAVE!

Women
9-3
9-3
7-3
4-4

6-6
4-4

UCF

7-1
6-2
4-2
2-3
1-6
0-5

Tampa
Fla. Southern
Rollins
St. Leo
Eckerd

·2-6
0-9

Rec. Services offer students
friendly competition and fun
by Felix Soto
Future sports

Many students manage to
keep their competitive spirits
a1i ve by teaming up with
friends and entering into
various intramural sports
which are sponsored by
UCF's Recreational Services.
Some of these teams participate in these sports to exhibit fraternity pride, get in
shape or just get away from
their books for a while.
Intramural recreation is enjoyed by many since exception~ athletic ability is not a
prerequisite. Nor does age or
sex restrict anyone from being eligible to play. Basically,
all that is required of an individual is that he or she
obeys the rules and competes
in a sportsmanlike manner.
Much of the credit for the
formation of these events
should be given to the Recreational Services staff, which is
under the direction of Loren
Knutson. Knutson said that
the main purpose of the staff
is to serve the student body
by organizing extracurricular
activities, such as the ones
which are available now (see
Sp.orts Briefs). He added that
most of these events are aimed at providing students competitive and social recreation.
Knutson's intramural program offers many different
types of team sports, as well
as individual competition,
throughout the fall and spring semesters. These events
include flag football, frisbee,
racquetball, weightlifting and
floor hockey. "Currently, the
soccer and basketball leagues
are in progress," he said. "We
have 21 soccer teams and 53
basketball teams competing.''

To make the teams as equal
as possible, Knutson and his
staff have composed three different leagues; the red league,
the white league and the
women's league. The red and
white men's leagues are divided up into sections which
cater to greek and ia.dependent teams. The women's

league is arranged II?-UCh the
same way.
Rec. Services also provides
free access to athletic equipment, which is available at
the Rec. Services equipment
room by the swimming pool.
To check out equipment, all
you need is your UCF ID
card.

Linde Prehn takes a reservation for the racquetball court

~-H

IOIPIAN

Any time's a wild time when you add the
great taste of Two Fingers .. . and this wild
Two Fingers T-shirt! To get yours, send
your name, address, style preference
and size (men's style S,M,L or
women's French cut S,M,L) along
with $7.50, to:
Two Fingers T-shirt Offer,
266 North Rocky River Dr.
Berea, Ohio 44017.
Please allow 6 weeks
for delivery.

EDUCATIONAL
CENTER

COURSE

Class Starts

GRE

Feb. 22
DAT
Feb.25
MCAT Feb. 26

LSAT

Mar.27

2238 Winter Woods Blvd.
Winter Park, Florida 32792
San Jose Exec. Center

Two~en

We reserve the right to cancel any class for
which there is insufficient enrollment.
Call for details
Days.Evenings.or Weekends

678-8400

is all it takes.
e

1983 lWO FINGERS TEQUILA . BO PROOF IMPORTED

a BOTTI. ED BY HIRAM WALKER INC.. BURLINGAME. CALIF.
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Men bounce Villanova
by Scott Gunnerson

dropped to 6-6 in the SSC.

Future sports

The ' UCF men's basketball
team (12-12) simply overpowered Villanova-Miami
U0-14), as the Knights
outscored the Bobcats 75-44
Wednesday.
When Head Coach · Chuck
Machock was seen exchanging a laugh with referee Don
Rutledge with 9:41 remaining
in the game, the game itself
had already become a laugher.
The Knights boosted their
Sunshine State Conference
record to 9-3 to remain tied
with Tampa. The Bobcats

Five Knights scored in double figures, McKinnon, 18;
Faison, 14; Brown, 12; Murray, 12; and Gowins, 10.
But the Knights also excelled in the assist department as
they passed out a team total
of 23. Faison and Gowins led
UCF with five each.
With 2:29 left in the first
half, V-M Head Coach Ken
Stibler turned to the scorer's
table in disbelief. " They don't
miss. a shot, they come up
with every loose ball and
every time we shoot the ball
they block it, " Stibler said.

The Bobcats could only
make 30 percent of their shots
from the field. UCF converted
67 percent of their attempts
from the field.
Isaac McKinnon put on
another dunk show with four
minutes left in the contest
when he slipped behind the
V-M full-court press to make
t w o awesome . t wo-hand
slams.
But how far can the
Knights go after winning six
straight games? " Nobody
knows, we might go all the
way, " said Isaac McKinnon.
"We're taking them one at a
time right now. "

Wrestlers----------------from page 21
158-pound class and pinned
Chris McCray of Pembrook
State in only 2 minutes and 7
seconds.
''I think these two can be
All-American, the way they
wrestled in this tournament, "
Cucci said. "Trent Smith

regional tournament Russell
Schenk was given a clean bill
of health by his doctor to
wrestle. Schenk had been out
of competition and had gained 20 extra pounds in the process. Schenk lost the 20
pounds to compete in the

"My Personal Centeifold;~ Presents

YOU
as the

CENTERFOLD!

The most UNIQUE & UNFORGETABLE gift idea EVER! Imagine
the THRILL of opening this BEAUTIFUL 11 x g1;2 Hard Cover
book & SURPRISE!
The 11x14LAYOUTis ... YOU!
Let your Imagination run wild & Impress that special someone with a
memory that will last a lifetime . Perfect for ANY OCCASION,
Holidays. Birthdays, Weddings. Anniversaries. etc. Leather texture
co.ver, Red & Gold script imprint. comes complete with dedication &
statistic sheet & of course YOU as the MAIN A ITRACTION.
ABSOLUTELY BEAUTIFUL! Send Negative. Slide or Photo. How
do You want to IMPRESS Someone?
This book is a special collectors edition and cannot be purchased in
Anv store .
Mail Today - Satisfaction Guaranteed!
------------------------~-----YES! I wa nt to be a Cen l ~ r lnld yirl m !Jll\ l'k•.1>1' RUSH " MI.' Pe rso11<1I Cen terfold'" " for the lnw pnceuf only
$29.95 and $3.50 sh1ppiny .md h~ndh n y Fltlnci.1 " ' "dem~ ,,cici 5".. s~ l e $ :,1x
Check Cover Color

For more than one orde r. pleas!! sperik
cover color for each pho10 ·
D Blac k
Price Each
D Red
$29 95
D White

Ca•d e xpires

mo

FL res 5'\, lax

Shipping Each

3 50

Total

City _

D Che(k

D

D Masi er< Mei

V1Sd

NOC OD

h 1s our pohn: 10 salisfy you Thl' rl!for11 U.'1!
suggest you send a negative or slide. P holO~
acci>ptahle Oise camera ni>gat1ves will NOT
reproduce

Name _ _ __

r: .
--

\.'I

D M one~· order

s

Mak e Checks Pay.ihle 10
Susanne & Co. Productio~s
P 0 Box 7 Maitla nd . Flond.1 32751

Address _ __

C:=J CJ

- -- - ·- -

i ... . , : : .;

-· - - - -

---·

·------~- ---· Apr • - -

_ _ __

Stare _ _ __ _ - -- - - - -- - - - -- -- - -- - - Zip Code _ _·_
Signature _ _ __
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lf ,,,"' i..' "1C ' 1 '"'*..,, ... ..u.,.~ ..,11 ~ 1 ""'"
Pll'a ~makt' tlclt'~r l<> \.~ ~ - Negative. slide or photo

returned with order Please allow
4·6 weeks delivery
Mail Today · Satisfaction Guaranteed

Copyn9h1 o 1983
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Information: 1-305-629-5516

came in here and totally
devastated everyone he faced
and Russell Schenk did the
same thing. The way they
have been coming on, working
every day, you can see that
the determination is there.
Determination comes from
within, and you can see it in
their head, eyes and faces.
It's what they do· on the mat
when they're tired. Anytime
you see fatigue and stress on
their faces and then they
overcome it with determination, that's what makes a
champion.''
If Schenk and Smith are
successful this weekend, they
will move on to the NCAA

Murray is tough
despite knee injury
abilities. As Murray gets
back into shape, he is having
Future Sports
to
assume
different
Two days before the UCF resposibilities.
basketball team started its
"David has done a very
season, Dave Murray injured
his right knee. Murray, a good job of understanding his
standout basketball player in position and has become a
Orange County when he role player for us,'' Assistant
played at Evans High School, Coach Bob Huggins said. "He
was slated to be the Knights plays a lot against zone
starting point guard. The in- defenses because he shoots
jury forced Coach Chuck the ball so well. He accepted
Machock to use guards that his role very well, and he has
were not used to playing the been a very good leader and
has served very well in his
point at this level.
Since then, Murray has has captain's role.
been working his way back in"We will put him in a lot of .
to the lineup, assuming role
positions. Tonight Murray times when the game is tight,
goes back to St. Leo where he when we have to have soplayed for two years before meone to handle the ball and
shoot free throws down the
transferring to UCF.
strecth. He has also been a
While Murray is not in his good leader on the bench and
best shape, he still makes a has kept the other kids up. He
contribution with his sharp has really helped with the enshooting and leadership thusiasm,'' Huggins said.
by Scott Gunnerson

Women----------from page 21

sion II Valdosta State. Head many "questionable fouls"
coach Joe Sanchez said that committed by the Lady Sparboth should be able to play in tans that were overlooked by
the conference tournament, the officials. He also felt that
the Spartans had some "overscheduled to begin Feb. 23.
Tampa's women developed aggressiveness," but he said
a kamikaze style of play that that type of play is to be
which proved difficult for the expected since the Lady
Knight's to play against. San- Knights are the top Division
chez said that there were II team in the·state and in the
conference. Nevert heless, he
said that the overall play of
the Spartans was too rough.
With Patz and Brase inLIVE D.J.
jured, someone had to take up
CENTRAL FL MOBILE SOUND
the slack. Senior ff:>rward
Dorine
Van Tongeren
We Play All Types
responded to the pressure to
Of Music For
lead UCF with 19 points and
12 rebounds. Karen Harvey
Fraternities, Sororties,
pitched in with a .hot hand
Wedding Receptions, Or Private Parties
shooting from the outside,
Ph: 671-4039 after Spm
racking up 17 points. Bev
Knight, who came in for the
injured
Brase, and Rochelle
Ask for Robert
Lee each had 10 points to help
with the scoring.
~ The Lady Spartans took the
~~~..q,~<Q>i.bicQ>~<Q".<Q'>tQ>~, lead, 3.9-38, just after the se-

1
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§ cond ~alf began as an outside

§

now Offers
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left to play.
With 11:00 left, the
Knights took the lead 48-47.
UCF held on to that lead and
with less than three minutes
left forged a 4-point lead on
some Karen Harvey foul
shots to seal the victory:

Tuesday Nights 7-11

§

~

• .Present your school 1.0. and
receive Happy Hour prices.

~
~

• Ladies Night Wed. ·7.9
Free Champagne
• 2 for 1 Cocktails
During Daily Happy Hours

~

§

~

§
~

§

Mon.-Fri., 11am-7pm
Sat. & Sun. 4pm-7pm
Sat. Nite Midnite to Close
Mon.-Thurs., 11pm-1am
4007 East Colonial Dr.
Orlando, Fl. 32803

(305) 896-5888

shootmg show, . The Spartans managed to extend the
lead to 45-40 before the Lady
Knights responded and closed
the gap to 47-46, with 11:49

~

§§

J

l..--~--

~
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o's
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SUSSEXP~CE
~

2 bedrooms,
2 baths . ·

~·

$48,900

Sussex Place offers you East Orlando's very
best home ownership opportunity! Qur 2 ond
J bedroom townhome villas feature spacious
designs, a long list of popular standard
features and outstanding value-badl\ed by
Central Florida's leading new home builder.
And it's all in a great location close to UCF,
Westinghouse, shopping centers, schools,
banl'l\s, entertainment and houses of worship.
Sporl"lling b~aches ore on easy drive and fast
access to the East-West Expressway mol"les
all of Central Florido convenient to you.

I

MOVE UP TO THE
AFFORDABLE
TOWNHOMES OF .

.L. . _ _------=::_

SUSSEX PLACE!
Own the new home you want-at a remarkably affordable
price with low monthly financing tailored for you!

I

SNEAK PREVIEW!J>RE-COMPLETION DISCOUNTS!

~~·

.

OPEN DAILY 10 A.M.
305/281-6393
1/8 mile east of Alafoyo Trail on
Highway 50.

; . ; . RESIDENTIAL"
.
COMMUNITIES '
OF!f\MERICA*r
)
' - - - - - -__c:.._- - - - - '
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en
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Olli

w.:•
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SUSSEx 'P~CE
A

w1rhour nonce.
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HOUSIHG

Full derails or our soles center.

Olli

4 .~.
·

1

OPPORTUNITY

'~m
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c
Colonial Or.

East-We'\

* $48. 900 sole price. $46. 450 mortgage amount.
OOsed on 7 h °lo conventional JO-year financing.
1J % A PR. lnteresr rares subjecr ro change
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D

Westinghouse

~
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Curry Ford Rd.
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Baseball opens season
by Felix Soto
Future sports

The UCF baseball team
took on a Kansas Cjty Royals
farm team in a double header
Wednesday which saw the
Knights raise their overall
record to 3-1, defeating the
Royals 6-1 in the first game,
and 2-1 in the second.
The Knights began their
regular season last weekend
with a two-game series
against Flagler College .. The
Knights were handed their
first defeat as the Flagler
Saints floated away with 4-0
victo~y at the UCF Baseball
Complex. Then the Knights
got their first win beating
Flagler at Flagler 8-2.
Throughout the first six in~ nings of the first game, held
~on Saturday, both the
.go Knights and the Saints were
l9
••~"':"-"-""'."~. . . ~ ~ able to get on base, but
~ neither team was able to score
because of the solid defensive
performances put together by
()

I

Wayne Schulz shows some hustle rounding third,.

both teams. But it was the
top of the seventh inning
which proved to be the
deciding factor in the game.
Flagler began its rally when
outfielder Mike Galluzi and
infielder Kevin DePofi got on
base with back: to-back
singles. Following the two
base hits, UCF pitcher Joe
Santiago -gave up two walks
to load the bases and then
send in the first run.
Flagler extended their lead
when catcher Jeff Stone drilled a double into left center
field to make the score 3-0.
The fourth run came when
UCF
catcher , Bryan
Holzworth tried to pick off an
advancing Flagler runner at"
second. Holzworth's · throw
got past the UCF shortstop
and the ball ended up in
center field, allowing the runner on third base to score.
The Knights attempted a
rally in the bottom of the
ninth inning when Joe
Dawson and. Jeff Strange

Ladies: Dress for success tor
your job interviews!

hoth got base hits. But UCF's
hopes fell short when outfielder Joe Patitucci flied out
for the third out to ·seal the
victory for the Saints.
On Sunday the Knights
traveled to Flagler for the second game of the series, but
this time it was the Knights
who brought home the win.
UCF scored two runs in the
first and second innings, and
four runs in the sixth inning,
to stop the Saints 8-2. Butch
Vinson, Ben Spitale and Rick
Simpson sparked the win.,
Wednesday the Knights barely squeezed by Florida Atlantic University, 6-5. UCF had
to overcome a 5-2 deficit
which Atlantic had mounted
over seven innings. The
Knights rallied with three
ru~s in the eighth inning
which tied the score at 5-5,
and finally in the clinched the
victory with a run in the bottom of the ninth for the win.
Saturday UCF takes on
Divis.ion I power house
University of Georgia at 1:00
p.m. at the UCF Baseball
Complex.

~2ld.
Invites you to
come in and s"ee our
selection of classic
Blazer Suit~. We have
them in an array of
Spring Colors
in sizes 4-20

~~If you never

heard of VISTA,
it's because you
never needed

VISTA'~

- James Ear!Jones
There are 5,000 volunteers
working with urban and rural
poor, helping them solve their
problems. Happy Birthday,
VlSTA. You've grown up to
become a working part
of America.

We also feature casual items such as
shorts,knit tops,and two piece dresses for
Spring and Summer.
Our lines include: Foxcroft;Herman ,Geist;
Lady Norman;Ms. Sero;John Alexander Pants
for ladies and other famous makes
Please come in and browse
769 Orienta Plaza
Altamonte Springs
339-3870
One block south of 436 on Maitland Ave.

Dr. David E. Hanki.ns
· Optometrist

(UCF,1977)
Announces the opening of his new
office at the intersection of
Red Bug and Tuscawilla Rds. for
the practice of
Eye Care
. Contact Lenses
Introductory 15 % discount on all services
and materials to UCF students.faculty,
and staff

Volunteers In Service To America
Call Toll Free: 800-424-8580

·1'·
VISTA t+t
For JS years.
making a good place better.
• A Publ1c Se rvice ol This Newspaper
& The Adve r1 1sing Council

Broderick muscles across another pitch.

rm
,

LJlll ~

lOUlCI

YOU are welcome at the First
Baptist Church Of Oviedo
5 MILES NORTH OF UCF
ON ALAFAYA TRAIL
WILLIAM R. MARR, D. MIN.,
PASTOR
Worship
.... ~;:.[, 
365-3484 8::~o am. 11:00 am, & 7:00 pm
: 11'

.

~

Colll'ge & Career· Bible Study
9:45 am

"

Staffing NOW for Summer

WATERFRONT and
SPORTS.COUNSELORS
BOYS CAMP, BIRKSHIRE MOUNTAINS, MASS.
Swimming/WSI • Sailing • Water_Skiing • Swim Team
Full 8 Week Season • Minimum Age: 20
Top salary, room. board. laundry and allowances .

Tel. 699-4000
for appointment

1340 Tuscawilla Rd.
Suite 107
Casselberry, Fl.

:· ~~

Raccoons
'
cant.

Write or call collect: Mr. Shefly Weiner

~::;:;;::;;:Hirt~;~

·ii
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A Puhlic Sl'rvicl' , , , ,
of This Nl'wspripn ~
& Thl' Advcrrising Council
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Maurice Carthon carries in some action at practice.

USFL report

Generals cut roster to 60;
Bandits coming to Orlando

Q)

:;

~
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~
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The United States Football
_ Leagues' s New Jersey
Generals cut their roster to 60
players Monday. UCF's own
Dan Burke, a 1982 graduate,
was one of the 12 cut.

receive four free season
tickets for the 1984 season. A
Generals sweater and two free
tickets to a Generals home
game will be awarded to the
runner-up.

No major name players
were cut, as the Generals
prepare to begin their regular
season against Birmingham
on Feb. 26. Players are being
evaluated in exhibition games
which·are being played on the
weekends.

The winners will be announced at the club's home
opener on March 11.

Last
Saturday,
the
Generals took on the
Philadelphia Stars at
DeLand' s Spec Martin
Stadium in a controlled scrimmage in which each team ran
72 offensive plays. The
Generals won 28-20.

•••
What's in a name? How
about four season tickets to
see the 1984 New Jersey
Generals at Giants Stadium?
Beginning Feb. 20, the
Generals will be holding a
contest to select a name for
the team's cheerleading
squad. A vis car rental company will be sponsoring the
contest which runs until
March 9. For more information contact the Generals at
the above address.
The grand prize winner will

Downtown Oviedo
,...,•• 4J9 & 426

Hours mon.·Sat.
7am-9pm
NEW STORE HOURSSUNDAY 7am-8:30pm
USDA Food Stamp
Coupons

w~--~

Quantity Right. .......-·-

•••
If you like Herschel
Walker, Brian Sipe and Walt
Michaels, then you will want
to be a part of the
Generals/Dodge Fan Club.
For more information, write

Phone: 277-8015

mi~terB~
Jla irjf'Jfing
1

11648 E. Hwy. 50
Orlando, Fla. 32807
Directly Across from Point ,After
Open 9 to 6 Monday - Sat.
Berman • Master Sty\ist

the Generals at 3 Empire
Boulevard, South Hackensack, N.J. Only fan club
members can receive all the
gifts and discounts available,
like a membership card, pennant, bumper sticker, photo
and ticket coupons.

A Generals kicker gives one the toe.

•••
Orlandoans will get a
chance to see "Bandit Ball"
when the Tampa Bay Bandits
come to Orlando Stadium in
an exhibition game against
the Philadelphia Stars on
Saturday. The Future will be
there to cover all action.

Nail Sculpting,
Tips, Mending,
Silk wrapped,
and Manicures

YOUR FRIENDLY

HOMETQ_WN BANK

A FULL
SERVICE BANK

@REDl<EN
For hair you can flaunt ...
anytime, anywhere, anyway.

10% ,Off with your UCF l.D.

CITIZENS 24
LOCATED ON UCF
CAMPUS
156 GENEVA DR. * P.O. BOX
OVIEDO, FLORIDA 32765
(305) 365-6611

Eoch~,000

r-111'1

~

§
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FOX HUNT LANES

_1martin

6 oooman

associates

A Townhome Community
YOUR "Home Away From Honie" .

A Tremendous
Investment
Opportunity

1 .g·.J1_··--~ - - STOP PAYING RENT FOR JOHNNY
~--Let Johnny help BUY a Townhome.
Invest $500.00 to reserve your Townhome NOW!

GllVHEV
fO Rt M

11'·~".,,,T-O"

lo'-0"

S.~.P.

FROM

GHAT RODM
I+'-!" 11 I 7·.~·

· 1

Owner/Occupant financing from 5 %
Investor financing from 10% available

r-1
I

$51,900

I

I

IZt-4
l__JSl<YlT.

Let Liz or Debbie show
you ·our neat floor plan.

T
I

!
I

SALES OFFICE
OPEN

HHDDM If
I ?' - 4" • 11 '-

I .

:.:, I

o•

• •<IQ
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I R S 1 F L D0 R

lB

REALTOR ~

506 E. Colonial Dr.
Orlando, FL 32803
Post Office Box 4787 ,
Winter Park , FL 32793
(305) 422-1111

.Call (305) 282-4293
or 422-1111 after hours
Rental Information Available
·

.

"

Jog or ride your bike to school we're only 1.2 miles from the UCF entrance!
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